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Carleigh Rose and Annihka 
Murray said they could not 
have asked for a better way to 
end their careers at Iowa State.
The seniors in apparel, 
merchandising, design and 
production created a piece 
called “Bric-a-Brac Bouquet” 
that not only took the cele-
brated best in show award but 
took first in wearable art and 
in digital print at the Fashion 
Show 2012.
Rose and Murray’s design 
process started last December 
when both students started 
putting together mood boards 
for the garment they collec-
tively made.
Iowa State scores  
new Big 12 foes
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Art:
Lego exhibit 
opens up at 
Reiman
By Katelynn McCollough 
Daily staff writer
As part of the 2012 “Assembly 
Required” theme at Reiman 
Gardens, the show “Nature 
Connects” — featuring 27 
Lego structures — has officially 
opened.
The display opened Saturday and 
will continue to run until Oct. 28.
Sean Kenney, the sculptor, cre-
ated the different pieces with 
nearly 500,000 Legos.
Each sculpture is related in some 
way to gardens and nature and 
range from 6 inches tall to nearly 
8 feet.
Kenney was available to talk with 
the public Saturday and Sunday 
and also signed copies of his 
book, “Cool Cars and Trucks,” a 
guide to helping children begin to 
build with Legos.
His website describes him as 
a “professional kid” who uses 
Legos to build almost anything.
Kenney has been creating these 
types of sculptures for nearly 
30 years and is based from his 
institution in New York.
According to the Reiman 
Gardens website, “As you 
discover each display, learn how 
nature is interconnected just like 
the nearly 500,000 Lego bricks 
used to build these amazing 
larger than life sculptures.”
The bison sculpture is made of 
from 45,143 Lego bricks.
Other sculptures include a but-
terfly, rose, hummingbird and 
flower, a rabbit and even a lawn 
mower.
According to Kenney’s website, 
he has more than 1.5 million 
Lego pieces, and the largest 
sculpture he has ever built was 
a polar bear that used 95,000 
Lego pieces.
The exhibit can be seen each day 
from 9 a.m until 4:30 p.m.
Admission is free for all students 
with their ID cards. Price of 
admission remains the same for 
all other guests.
Titanic
The Titanic was said to be the ship 
of dreams. It was touted for its im-
pressive size and luxury, which were 
the original means for its fame.
On April 14, 1912, however, this 
“unsinkable” ship became famous 
for its unexpected and tragic meeting 
with an iceberg in the middle of the 
Atlantic Ocean that resulted in the 
Titanic coming to rest on the ocean 
floor and the deaths of nearly 1,500 
passengers.
The sinking of Titanic reached its 
100th anniversary Sunday, and with-
in those years it has grown ever more 
famous through books, the discovery 
of the wreckage in 1985 and multiple 
films.
Ames has its very own connection 
to the fateful story of the Titanic.
Albert Caldwell, who served 
as principal of Ames High School 
from 1914 to 1917 and called Ames 
his home during that time; his wife, 
Sylvia; and their infant son Alden sur-
vived the sinking.
“They talked or lectured about it 
all their lives,” said Julie Williams, the 
great-niece of Albert Caldwell who 
grew up hearing his stories on the 
sinking of the Titanic. “[They] kind 
of thought of it as a public service. 
[Albert] just loved talking about it; he 
was a good source.”
The story of how the family came 
to be on the ship is just as unique as 
the sinking itself.
Albert and Sylvia were living in 
Bangkok, Siam, where they worked 
as teachers at Bangkok Christian 
College.
“He always said that they left be-
cause Sylvia’s health was compro-
mised in Siam because she didn’t get 
along with the tropical heat, and that 
is actually true. But what I found out 
is they had planned to be in Siam for 
life. You kind of sign on for life in this 
situation [with the church],” Williams 
said, who further researched her 
great-uncle’s story for a book she is 
writing titled “A Rare Titanic Family: 
The Caldwells’ Story of Survival.”
Williams explained that after 
Sylvia became pregnant with Alden 
while in Siam, her health seemed to 
deteriorate.
“It could have been a hard preg-
nancy ... but she became more and 
more concerned that she was just se-
verely ill and would never recover, and 
Photo courtesy 
of Ames 
Historical 
Society 
Albert Caldwell, 
former Ames 
High School 
principal, his wife 
and infant son 
were among the 
lucky survivors of 
the Titanic tragedy.
A SURVIVOR’S STORY
By Katelynn.McCollough 
@iowastatedaily.com
Great-neice recalls 
Ames couple’s story 
of surviving sinking
VOYAGE.p4A >>
Fashion Show 2012
Designers show off 
work at fashion show
By Tiffany.Westrom 
@iowastatedaily.com
ISU event serves 
as inspiration as  
student-run show
Photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Zachary Davis and Lauren Dixon, both seniors in the apparel 
program, won the people’s choice award for this dress called 
“Black Swan” during the Fashion Show 2012 on Saturday.
Surprising backs, earth 
tones, bright colors, distinct 
pocket and zipper placements 
and a look into the past were 
just a few of the trends spotted 
Saturday night at Iowa State’s 
annual student-run textiles 
and clothing fashion show.
The Fashion Show 2012 
brought thousands of people 
out to Stephens Auditorium to 
watch the work of 60 designers 
and more than 100 committee 
members walk the runway. 
The show boasted 130 select 
garments worn by 65 mod-
els, which makes Iowa State’s 
fashion show one of the largest 
in the country.
“It’s a bigger deal than you 
GARMENTS.p3A >>
Seniors wrap up careers with best in show dress design
File photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
The crowd cheers for Neon Trees as they come on 
stage for the Live @ Veishea concerts April 16, 2011, 
in the Molecular Biology parking lot.
In 1922, professor Frank D. Paine combined the 
first letters of the colleges at that time to come up with 
a word that would stick with the ISU community for 
decades to come: Veishea.
Standing for Veterinary Medicine, Engineering, 
Industrial Science, Home Economics and Agriculture, 
Veishea is an annual weeklong celebration in the 
spring to provide a variety of education, entertainment 
and opportunities at Iowa State.
Veishea consists of events including concerts, com-
petitions and other activities that will help keep the 
ISU community engaged and involved in the celebra-
tion Monday through Sunday.
The two general co-chairpersons, BJ Brugman and 
Kayla Nielsen, work together with an executive board 
to help oversee 14 Veishea committees that include 
covering parts such as public relations, the parade and 
forms of entertainment that need to be tended to.
Brugman encouraged all students to attend as many 
14 committees 
work to keep 
traditions alive
By Morgan.Fleener 
@iowastatedaily.com
VEISHEA.p3A >>BRIC-A-BRAC.p3A >>
By Elizabeth.Hanson 
@iowastatedaily.com
Businessman 
buys historic 
Ames hotel 
Sheldon-Munn
Prepare for 
week of 
activities
Photo courtesy of Julie Williams
The Caldwell family bought second-
class tickets on the Titanic to sail back to 
America from Siam. 
Photo courtesy of Julie Williams
The front of the postcard sent by Albert Caldwell 
from the rescue ship Carpathia in New York. More 
than 1,500 passengers died in the Titanic tragedy.
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Beyond Consent:  
How Reclaiming  
Sexuality Combats 
Sexual Violence 
When: 
8 p.m.
What:
As a college student, 
Jaclyn Friedman was 
a victim of sexual as-
sault. The experience 
led her to become an 
instructor of IMPACT 
safety training and 
an advocate for safer 
communities for 
women everywhere.
Where:
Great Hall,  
Memorial Union
TUESDAY
The Clothesline Project  
— Sexual Assault 
Awareness Month 
When: 
10 a.m.
What:
The Clothesline  
Project is a visual 
display of T-shirts 
addressing the issue 
of violence against 
women. Participants 
will have the opportu-
nity to create a shirt 
of their own during 
the event at the Sloss 
House.
Where:
West Lawn of the 
Sloss House
Calendar
Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the 
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
April 9
A female reported being sexu-
ally assaulted by an acquain-
tance at an unknown location 
on campus. No law enforce-
ment services were requested 
(reported at 4:24 a.m.).
A staff member reported an 
individual who appeared to be 
upset at the Memorial Union. 
The person had already left the 
area (reported at 10:06 a.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
struck a car owned by Joel 
Tiedeman in Lot 80 (reported at 
3:39 p.m.).
A vehicle driven by Rita Knight 
collided with a parked van in Lot 
49 (reported at 5:19 p.m.).
A resident reported being 
harassed by an acquaintance at 
Buchanan Hall (reported at 6:11 
p.m.).
A patron reported being struck 
in the face by an acquaintance at 
Lied Recreation Athletic Center 
(reported at 9:09 p.m.).
An officer observed an individual 
who was driving under revoca-
tion on the 600 block of Billy 
Sunday Road (reported at 9:52 
p.m.).
April 10
Vehicles driven by Kristin 
Mastantuono and Megan 
Wood were involved in a prop-
erty damage collision in Lot 1 
(reported at 10:55 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Jon Adair 
and Quinlan Koch were 
involved in a property damage 
collision in Lot 112 (reported at 
12:24 p.m.).
Officers assisted a resident who 
was experiencing medical and 
emotional difficulties at Eaton 
Hall. The individual was trans-
ported to Mary Greeley Medical 
Center for treatment (reported 
at 3:32 p.m.).
Ethan Sprung, 9459 Wilson 
Hall, reported damage to a 
vehicle in Lot 61 (reported at 
6:01 p.m.).
Michael Klacik, 22, 616 Billy 
Sunday Drive unit 101, was 
arrested on a warrant, charg-
ing him with driving under 
revocation on the 600 block 
of Billy Sunday Road. He was 
transported to the Story County 
Justice Center (reported at 
10:45 p.m.).
April 11
Erin Tepper, 6459 Wilson Hall, 
reported damage to a vehicle in 
Lot 61 (reported at 12:59 p.m.).
A staff member reported the 
theft of money from an office at 
the University Bookstore. A sus-
pect has been identified and the 
case remains under investiga-
tion (reported at 3:13 p.m.).
April 12
The following drivers were 
involved in a personal injury col-
lision at 13th Street and Haber 
Road: Tamara Devan, Elizabeth 
Richards, Janet Janvrin and 
Kimberly McDonough (re-
ported at 7:25 a.m.).
Iowa News
Notes and events.
Iowa police chief: Tornado 
sirens didn’t sound 
CRESTON — The Creston police 
chief said tornado sirens didn’t 
sound before a strong storm 
swept into town, damaging a 
hospital and community college.
Paul Ver Meer said there was 
no warning before an apparent 
tornado hit Saturday evening, 
and the first he knew the city 
was at risk came from a call 
from Greater Regional Medical 
Center. The hospital sustained 
roof damage and had its win-
dows blown out by storm.
Southwest Community College 
also suffered damage, but the 
extent wasn’t known. A mes-
sage left Sunday for a campus 
official wasn’t immediately 
returned. The school’s website 
says classes won’t be held there 
Monday or Tuesday.
Ver Meer said Creston was 
“very lucky” no one was injured.
A message left for the Union 
County emergency director 
wasn’t immediately returned.
The Associated PressStudents spray each other during a Holi celebration hosted by the Indian Student Associ-ation on Sunday. Holi is an Indian festival celebrated with water and colors.
CULTURE: Welcoming spring with a splash
Daily Snapshot
Photo: Lyn Bryant/Iowa State Daily
Weather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Partly cloudy with winds 
gusting up to 37 mph.
A beautiful day with 
mostly sunny skies and 
light winds.
A chance of showers and 
thunderstorms.
44|57
MON
41|63
TUE
49|65
WED
This day in 1967:
 On this day in 1967, a destructive tornado pro-
duced F3 damage on a path through portions of 
Keosauqua, Iowa, and Stockport, Iowa. 
fact!
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student competitions and events as possible to 
help make the Veishea experience the most suc-
cessful it can be.
Looking at the time, hard work and prepara-
tion put into the week, Brugman feels the week 
will be exciting and satisfying to watch unfold 
for everyone visiting Iowa State to help contrib-
ute and participate in the celebration.
“It’s so much fun to see all the hard work of 
our executive board members and our commit-
tee members pay off,” Brugman said. “Seeing the 
big picture of Veishea come together is the most 
rewarding of all.”
With many members of the ISU community 
being introduced to their first Veishea, some 
students may not know what to expect from 
their first taste of the celebration.
Students and staff are encouraged to check 
out social networking, posters, flyers and z-
cards to figure out what events will best call out 
their personal interests of what to attend.
Danielle Andrews, freshman in biology, is 
anxious to see what memories can be made dur-
ing her first experience of the event.
“I am really looking forward to all the con-
certs and other entertainment the committee 
has got together for Iowa State,” Andrews said. 
“It will be a great week of celebration that can 
wrap the end of the school year up with a posi-
tive note.”
Nielsen feels one of the greatest parts about 
Veishea is knowing the celebration has some-
thing to offer for everyone, and people are able 
to come together with great company partici-
pating in many different activities.
“I really enjoy the Veishea executive and oth-
er committee members getting to hang in the of-
fice and around campus all week,” Nielsen said. 
“We share frustrations, laughs and many more 
memorable experiences together. It’s a great op-
portunity to help reflect on that success.”
Including activities from previous years, 
Veishea 2012 will also add the Smoke Over 
Veishea barbecue competition and Club 
Veishea, which will offer a whole new environ-
ment for students looking for a club atmosphere.
Veishea 2012 has been able to add a mobile 
website for this year, so all Veishea details are 
available on the go and will be able to provide 
instant gratification of knowing what is going on 
around campus.
For more information regarding times of 
events or any other details about events occur-
ring, visit www.veishea.iastate.edu.
>>VEISHEA.p1A
“We didn’t want it to be 
too strong in an era,” Rose 
said. “We added a historical 
twist to the dress with a 1960s 
silhouette and Victorian-era 
detail.”
Both students found in-
spiration from garments 
in the Mary Alice Gallery 
along with Victorian-era 
architecture.
Rose and Murray also 
worked on the piece closely 
with Juyoung Lee, graduate 
student in apparel, events 
and hospitality management. 
Not only was “Bric-a-Brac 
Bouquet” part of the Fashion 
Show, but for both students 
it was an independent study 
course in itself. Rose said they 
worked cohesively as a team 
for at least five hours a week 
on the garment.
“Bric-a-Brac Bouquet” 
displayed fashion in an in-
novative medium. The dress 
featured flowers that were 
digitally printed onto the 
garment.
“They weren’t pictures off 
Google or anything. The flow-
ers were pictures we took 
ourselves,” Rose said.
Some of the pictures were 
of Monet’s garden in France 
where students visited dur-
ing a study-abroad program. 
Along with using the printing 
technology, Rose and Murray 
wasted no fabric. Both stu-
dents spent hours making 
patterns that would use each 
piece of fabric they bought.
Their authentic gar-
ment also can be worn mul-
tiple ways, as displayed on 
the runway by model Anna 
Morris. At a flick of the mod-
el’s wrist, the garment would 
transform.
“On the runway, we 
showed three to four ways 
to wear it, but there’s more 
ways,” Rose said.
Both designers spent an 
hour working with the model 
to perfect her strut in or-
der to display the garment’s 
inventiveness.
When asked who would 
wear such a garment of this 
maintenance, Rose said that 
it would be someone who 
would consider it a piece of 
art and would want to make a 
statement.
The winning garments 
will be on display in Lebaron 
Hall starting April 30.
think,” said Natalie Larson, 
senior in apparel, merchan-
dising, design and production. 
“Other universities that do 
fashion shows at their schools 
look to Iowa State to see what 
we’re doing and how we’re do-
ing it.”
The night was a showcase 
of student imagination and 
talent as ISU students showed 
off accessories, dresses, shirts, 
shorts, skirts, menswear and 
everything in between.
Runway shows are typical-
ly for individual designers, so 
the diversity that comes from 
a 60-designer show is particu-
larly remarkable, said Larson, 
a designer and member of the 
fundraising committee.
“The most unique part of 
our show is the creativity,” 
said Lisa Bradshaw, senior in 
apparel, merchandising, de-
sign and production as well 
as one of the three producers 
of the show. “Our design pro-
gram is very strong and all of 
our designers are amazingly 
talented.”
Guest designer Todd 
Snyder gave the audience a 
preview of his 2012 menswear 
line “American in Paris.”
Snyder, who was re-
cently selected as one of GQ 
Magazine’s best new mens-
wear designers, is an ISU 
alumnus. His line showed off 
thick outerwear matched with 
slim pants for men that was in-
spired by Ernest Hemingway.
“It’s time-consuming,” said 
Andrew Paulsen, junior in 
apparel, merchandising and 
design, who was a model for 
the show. “It isn’t just walking 
and turning like people think, 
it is a lot of hard work and 
dedication.”
All of the garments in the 
show were selected in early 
spring and were evaluated by 
three guest judges who picked 
winners for 28 awards in 15 
categories that spanned from 
eco-friendly to wearable art 
and streetwear to special 
occasion.
The winners of the awards 
were announced at the end 
of the show. Senior designers 
Carleigh Rose and Annihka 
Murray won best in show with 
their transformable, free-flow-
ing dress.
Seniors Zachary Davis 
and Lauren Dixon were an-
nounced as the people’s choice 
for their black formal gown.
>>BRIC-A-BRAC.p1A>>GARMENTS.p1A
In its 11th year, the Iowa State 
Triathlon Club Doughnut Run at-
tracted all types of athletes to con-
sume Krispy Kreme doughnuts while 
completing a 5k.
The fun and competitive race 
brought more than 400 athletes to 
campus Saturday morning.
The race, sponsored by the Iowa 
State Triathlon Club, is one of the 
club’s largest fundraisers. Most of the 
money raised from the Doughnut Run 
is used to send club members to the 
Collegiate National Championships.
Participants of all ages and run-
ning backgrounds came to take part 
or to see just how many doughnuts 
they could consume.
“We have lots of people who 
don’t eat any doughnuts and run it 
really fast or those who do it really 
slowly and eat 20 doughnuts,” said 
Alexandra Schenck, race director and 
vice president of the ISU Triathlon 
Club.
Many who run in the doughnut 
run make it an event they return 
to year after year, especially Joyce 
Bricker. Bricker, a custodian in 
Facilities Planning and Management, 
has run in every doughnut run and 
looks forward to it every spring.
“It’s a great time, the volunteers 
cheer you on and they wear costumes. 
No matter what your ability, you can 
have a good time,” Bricker said.
The race is unlike any other event 
for advanced runners.
“The thing I like about this race is 
that the speedy runner that finishes 
in 15 minutes doesn’t win. The person 
who eats 16 doughnuts in 30 minutes 
does,” Bricker said.
Bricker was never an avid runner, 
but enjoys a challenge. During her 
years participating, she has had her 
fair share trying to figure out the right 
balance between doughnut eating 
and running.
Bricker also holds the record for 
most doughnuts eaten. In 2004, she 
ate 25 doughnuts to honor every year 
she had worked for Iowa State.
“After the first five or six, it will 
start to slow you down. After the run, 
you don’t really care if you eat dough-
nuts any other time of the year. The 
next day I want a salad or fruit, not 
doughnuts or anything fried,” she said.
Runners had to keep all of the 
200-calorie-a-piece, deep-fried 
treats down until crossing the finish 
line in order for the time to be taken 
off. There were four doughnut stops 
along the route, each stocked with 
600 Krispy Kremes, bringing the to-
tal number of doughnuts ordered to 
2,400.
“We order them from Krispy 
Kreme in Clive far in advance and 
then pick them up the morning of,” 
Schenck said.
Some racers have eaten enough 
doughnuts to zero out their time.
“A good time would be around five 
or six minutes,” Schenck said.
The men’s record stands at 28 
doughnuts eaten. Winners are deter-
mined by “doughnut-adjusted time” 
which refers to finishing time minus 
the time shaved off for each doughnut 
eaten.
Each Krispy Kreme shaves off a 
different amount of time: The higher 
the number, the more time off. After 
10, 1:30 can be taken off for each 
doughnut eaten.
All runners participating received 
a doughnut run glass. Winners in each 
category earned a plaque or medal.
Fundraiser
Runners eat, compete in 11th annual doughnut run
By Kayla.Kienzle 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Andrus Nesbitt/Iowa State Daily
Runners race away from the starting line at the Iowa State Triathlon Club 
Doughnut Run on Saturday. Some of the money raised from the event 
helps send club members to the Collegiate National Championships.
Photo: Andrus Nesbitt/Iowa State Daily
Michael Stewart, an Ames community member, indulges in a sweet treat at 
the second of four stops along the race path Saturday. Time was deducted 
depending on how many doughnuts a racer consumed. 
online
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Find more fashion
See more photos from the 
Fashion Show 2012 at 
iowastatedaily.com
www.studentaffairs.iastate.edu  |  515 294-4420
Your extraordinary leadership has made a lasting impact 
on the lives of university students, faculty and staff and 
citizens of the wider community.
 
 President, Pi Beta Phi Fraternity, Iowa Gamma Chapter
 Co-Director, 2012 Dance Marathon
 Alumni Relations Chair, Homecoming Central Committee
 VEISHEA Sponsorship Committee
  Y-Pals Mentor, YWCA Ames-ISU
 
Applications for the 2013–14 award will be available September 4, 2012.
Congratulations
Mechanical Engineering
 szuyin leow to ‘13
High Flyer award
Kappa Alpha theta
the 2012–13 recipient
 of the $10,000
This award was made possible through a gift from a donor whose goal 
was to invest in a woman student who has a 3.5 GPA or above and has 
demonstrated exemplary  leadership skills.
HIGH FLYER AWARD WINNERS
Congratulations
Biology
 annette wHite  to ‘13
Annette is a leader on campus in the Kappa Alpha 
Theta sorority, Dance Marathon and Admissions.  
She is also active with St. Thomas Aquinas Church.  
A donor established this award in 2012 to recognize  
a woman student like Annette with a 3.0 GPA or 
above and exemplary leadership skills. This award 
is open to members of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, 
Gamma Pi chapter. 
For more information, contact the Office of Greek Affairs,  
515 294-1023 or www.greek.iastate.edu.
inaugural winner
of the $1,000
Gamma Pi
High Flyer award
Congratulations
Biology
 annette wHite  to ‘13
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she was pregnant during the hot sea-
son,” Williams said. “After the baby 
was born we know she had a fever a 
month later. She was just convinced 
she was very ill and went to a local 
doctor there who was an American 
missionary doctor, and he diagnosed 
her with something we have never 
heard of today called neurasthenia.”
Neurasthenia was declared a non-
disease in 1932, though its describ-
able symptoms matched those of 
mononucleosis, postpartum depres-
sion and combat fatigue.
Due to her diagnosis, Albert and 
Sylvia decided to return to America.
“This is how they ended up on 
the Titanic ... They finally begged 
and pleaded to go. The mission fi-
nally reluctantly agreed to let them 
go home, but they asked them to stay 
for five more months to finish up the 
school term, which [Albert] does,” 
Williams said, who explained that the 
Caldwells had signed on to the mis-
sion for a “seven-year hitch” and that 
they were expected to return to Siam.
Albert and Sylvia then proceeded 
to make their way to Naples, Italy, 
with the church paying for their travel 
expenses.
“The story we always heard is 
they were pulling into Naples harbor 
... and they see the Carpathia making 
ready to sail for America and they 
think about taking it, but something 
changed their mind,” Williams said.
Through research, Williams dis-
covered that Naples was currently 
battling an outbreak of cholera and 
the Caldwells decided to leave on the 
first ship out. Traveling into Naples, 
they came across a placard for the 
Titanic. They chose the Titanic be-
cause of its large size, in hopes that 
this would aid in Sylvia’s seasickness.
“They went to London, and Albert 
went to get tickets. He went in to the 
office of the White Star Line and 
asked for the tickets and the guy said, 
‘Sorry, sold out,’ and [Albert] was just 
so crestfallen,” Williams said. “He 
said he must have looked like a really 
disappointed boy because the clerk 
said, ‘There is a cancellation every 
day, if you come in tomorrow you can 
have the first cancellation that comes 
in.’”
Albert returned to the White Star 
Line office the next day prepared 
to take a first- or third-class ticket, 
though he really wanted one from the 
second class. Before the day was done, 
Albert walked out with just what he 
wanted, second-class tickets for the 
Titanic.
“Sylvia was one person that didn’t 
think [the Titanic] was unsinkable ... 
she asked the deckhand when he was 
loading the baggage, ‘Is this ship re-
ally unsinkable?’ and he answered the 
very famous and mortally erroneous 
reply, ‘Yes, lady, God himself could not 
sink this ship,’” Williams said.
“My uncle always said that the ta-
bles were piled high with all the deli-
cacies you could ever want. Nobody 
was seasick and he loved to take pic-
tures all over the ship.”
Albert took the opportunity one 
afternoon while on board to ask a 
crewman to take him to the engine 
rooms of the ship. Once there, he took 
pictures of the stokers shoveling coal 
and then showed them how to use 
the camera. Albert then shoveled 
coal himself as the stokers took the 
pictures.
“I always say that photograph 
saved his life,” Williams said. 
Williams went on to explain that on 
the night the Titanic hit the iceberg, 
the family was already asleep. Sylvia 
woke up, while Albert did not.
Soon both were awake and went 
on deck to see why the ship’s engines 
had stopped. They were told that 
everything was fine and to return to 
their cabin.
“He was just drifting off when 
someone came knocking on the door 
and someone said, ‘Get out of bed and 
put your lifebelt on.’ They couldn’t 
have been more shocked,” Williams 
said.
Farwell T. Brown, founder of the 
Ames Historical Society, wrote in 
his book, “Ames, the Early Years in 
Word and Picture”: “Caldwell related 
that still there was no great concern 
among many passengers, some ex-
pressing the desire to remain on the 
ship that they were still convinced 
would never sink. The great deck on 
which they stood looked much bet-
ter than those small life boats being 
tossed out on the darkness of the 
rough open Atlantic.”
Williams said that Albert also was 
not planning to leave the “unsinkable” 
ship.
“They weren’t going to get off the 
boat, but wherever they were stand-
ing, a group of stokers suddenly ap-
peared and one of them had been 
there when [Albert] took the photo-
graph and recognized him ... and said, 
‘Mr. Caldwell, if you value your life, 
get off this ship. The hull below is fill-
ing up with water and this ship will go 
down,’” Williams said.
“[Albert] kind of argued with the 
stokers and said, ‘But this is unsink-
able.’ One of the stokers said, ‘Well, if 
the ship is still here in the morning, 
then you can get back on,’ and that 
made sense to [the Caldwells].”
Sylvia, who appeared visibly ill, 
proceeded to get into lifeboat 13. 
Others, noticing Sylvia’s condition, 
allowed Albert to also get on the life-
boat so he could hold the baby.
The Aug. 26, 1914, issue of the 
Ames Tribune described the moment 
of Caldwell being allowed on the boat.
“Mr. Caldwell placed his wife in 
a lifeboat and was about to hand her 
the baby, when she begged permis-
sion of the man in charge of the boat 
to permit her husband to accompany 
her and assist in the care of the baby 
... Had it not been for the baby, Mr. 
Caldwell would have remained on 
board the ship and found a watery 
grave with hundreds of others.”
Lifeboat 13 was cut loose from the 
side of the ship as another lifeboat be-
gan to descend on top of them.
“They were stuck, in the middle of 
the night, having watched the horrible 
sinking and having heard the people 
screaming for help ... Albert always 
said you had to forget the screams or 
you would go crazy,” Williams said.
The Caldwells waited until the 
Carpathia arrived to save them.
“They turned it down before, 
they didn’t turn it down this time,” 
Williams said.
The Caldwells first traveled to 
Biggsville, Ill., after safely arriving 
in America, where Albert’s parents 
lived. A short time later they moved 
to Ames, where Albert received an ad-
vanced degree in education and went 
on to become the principal of the local 
high school.
Williams recalled that Albert 
spoke of a church service on the 
Titanic the day it hit the iceberg. The 
hymn, “For those in Peril on the Sea” 
was sung at the service.
“Albert would always say, ‘Little 
did everybody worshipping God 
know how many of us would meet 
him that night,’” Williams said. “That 
has always been very chilling to me.”
Albert, born in Sanborn, Iowa, on 
Sept. 1, 1885, died at the age of 91 in 
1976.
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Former Ames High School principal Albert Caldwell poses with his wife, 
Sylvia, and son, Alden. The family survived the Titanic sinking in 1912.
Photo courtesy of Julie Williams
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Wellness
The Student Chapter of 
American Veterinary Medical 
Association hosted its 29th 
annual SCAVMA Scamper 
on Saturday at the College of 
Veterinary Medicine.
The SCAVMA Scamper is 
a 5k and 10k run/walk held ev-
ery year to promote a healthy 
lifestyle for both animals and 
humans.
“The mission for this 
event is to incorporate the 
OneHealth mission in a 
healthy environment for both 
people and their pets,” said 
Joshua Ydstie, second-year 
veterinary student and chair-
man of the SCAVMA Scamper 
committee.
The OneHealth mission 
ties together human and 
animal medicine, which has 
recently focused on obesity 
awareness and prevention in 
owners and their pets.
“Animals need exercise just 
as much as people do,” Ydstie 
said.
The Scamper also is a 
fundraiser for SCAVMA, a 
nonprofit veterinary student 
organization.
“Part of our proceeds go 
toward SCAVMA events. 
Some of these are funding 
students to go to the national 
American Veterinary Medical 
Association symposium and 
having speakers come every 
semester,” Ydstie said.
Proceeds from SCAVMA 
fundraisers also go toward im-
proving the veterinary school.
It’s also good publicity for 
the organization, Ydstie said.
“It’s good to get our orga-
nization recognized by the 
public and let them know that 
yeah, we’re vet students now, 
but in a few years, we’ll be their 
vets,” Ydstie said.
The runners either reg-
istered online beforehand 
or in the Fish Tank Lobby 
at the College of Veterinary 
Medicine the day of the race.
Ydstie said that this year, 
their registration numbers for 
runners improved by about 
100 people, and their animal 
numbers improved by 20 to 30 
more dogs.
The runners and own-
ers with pets lined up on 
Christensen Drive and await-
ed the 9 a.m. start time.
“My fiance’s a student in 
the vet school, so we’re run-
ning to come out and support 
the school,” said Amanda 
Riddle, who ran with her fi-
ance and their dog, Lucy.
Even though the sky was 
cloudy, the weather didn’t 
dampen the moods of the run-
ners and especially not the 
moods of the dogs.
It didn’t affect the mood 
of the volunteers either, who 
were all energetic about the 
event.
Ydstie said he would call 
this year’s SCAVMA Scamper 
a success.
“It was crazy, but a lot of 
fun,” he said. “I really enjoy 
running and the race atmo-
sphere, and it was great being 
able to put this all together.”
Pets, owners scamper through 
race to raise proceeds for group
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Edward Zaworski, graduate student in plant pathology and microbiology, finishes the 5k run 
with his Australian shepherd at the SCAVMA Scamper 5k and 10k run/walk Saturday.
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A player goes up for the hit 
during a match in the Veishea 
volleyball tournament at Lied 
Recreation Athletic Center 
on Sunday. The tournament, 
which pitted seven teams 
against one another, was 
one of the first events of the 
week and helped kick off 
Veishea.
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Jorge Rivera, senior in 
animal ecology, swings for 
a hit during the Veishea 
volleyball tournament at Lied 
Recreation Athletic Center on 
Sunday. The tournament in 
one of many athletic contests 
available for students to 
participate in throughout the 
week, ranging from athletic 
events to video games to a 
cherry pie-eating contest.
online
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Track the action
Check during the week for 
more Veishea coverage at
iowastatedaily.com
One of the more interesting aspects of Tom Short coming to campus is watching the Atheist & Agnostic 
Society and Short disagree with each other.
Short condemned secular society for 
making abortion legal and approving homo-
sexuality. The atheists and agnostics criticized 
Short’s brand of Christianity as being hateful 
and intolerant. Both sides viewed the other 
as discriminatory, especially when it came to 
politics. Everybody else in the crowd ran the 
spectrum between these two extremes. This 
exchange continued for all three days of Short’s 
visit. As I watched all of this, however, money 
was on my mind, the U.S. dollar bill.
Have you actually looked closely at the 
dollar bill, both front and back? Take one out 
while you read this column. What you see 
there really goes against the idea that this 
country was founded solely on Christian 
principles. You will also see evidence that 
the Founding Fathers had more than simple 
secularism in mind when they were creating 
the United States.
Let’s look at the front of the dollar bill. 
There you see George Washington with that 
slightly annoyed look on his face. 
Did you know that historians 
have had trouble figur-
ing out Washington’s 
religion because he 
went to so many 
different churches? 
He was most likely 
a Deist, given his 
staunch views on 
the separation of 
church and state. 
Washington and 
many of the other 
Founding Fathers 
were also Deists. 
Generally speaking, 
Deists believe in a divine 
creator, who rarely intervenes in 
human affairs.
Now, let’s look to the back. You probably 
notice the words “In God We Trust.” It became 
the official motto of the United States and add-
ed to the dollar bill in the late 1950s in response 
to so-called “godless” communism. This state-
ment does not contradict Deism. Deists believe 
in God, but without the trappings of religion. 
The motto certainly doesn’t say “In Jesus We 
Trust.” In fact, the dollar bill itself also lacks 
any kind of Christian symbolism.
We especially see this lack of Christian 
symbolism with both sides of the Great 
Seal of the United States. The seal 
first appeared on the dollar bill 
in 1935, but its origins go back 
to 1776, was finalized by 
Congress in 1782 and again in 
1789. Some minor altera-
tions to the seal have been 
made over the years, but its 
basic design has remained. 
The image of the eagle on 
the right (the obverse side 
of the seal) is a coat of arms 
used to authenticate pass-
ports, flags and so on. The presi-
dent uses a variant of this seal to 
authenticate his own documents.
Here we find in this part of the seal 
ancient Hebrew and Greek symbols. The 
eagle represents the ancient symbol of Zeus, 
king of the Greek gods. The eagle itself 
descends from a cloud of radiant 
glory with 13 stars arranged 
to resemble the Star of 
David, the Seal of King 
Solomon, representa-
tive of transmutation 
and a host of other 
meanings. Upon the 
eagle’s shield are 13 
stripes. In one talon, it 
possesses 13 arrows, 
representing war. The 
head of the eagle looks 
toward the olive branch 
in its other talon, which 
has 13 leaves. In its mouth, it 
bears the words, as if in procla-
mation: “E Pluribus Unum” — “out 
of many, one.”
The number 13 goes beyond simply repre-
senting the original colonies, it also represents 
transformation and rebirth. It also can repre-
sent the 12 signs of the zodiac and the sun.
The seal on the left, with the unfinished 
pyramid, contains even more important 
symbols relevant to our understanding of the 
fundamental principles that guided the found-
ing of our nation. Written in Roman numerals 
at the pyramid’s base is 1776. When you add 
the numbers together you get 21, which is the 
number reason. The Founding Fathers played 
upon this greatly since the Enlightenment led 
to the Age of Reason.
Above the unfinished pyramid are the Latin 
words “Annuit Coeptis,” which roughly trans-
lates as “Providence approves upon our under-
takings.” This was taken from lines written by 
the Roman poet Vergil from the first century 
B.C. Below the pyramid are 
the words “Novus Ordo 
Seclorum” — “a new 
secular order.” 
The overall 
message is 
that the 
Deistic god 
approves 
of the 
founding 
of the U.S. 
as a secular 
govern-
ment, sepa-
rated from 
religion, unlike 
the monarchies of 
Europe at that time.
The Eye of Providence 
or the Eye of God within the floating 
apex of the pyramid is arguably the most im-
portant of these symbols. The eye can govern 
with wisdom because it can see all sides of the 
pyramid, all sides of an issue.
I might be taking this interpretation to an 
extreme. Yet what I saw during Short’s visit is 
two groups not understanding, or even refus-
ing to understand, each other. From what I can 
tell, Short was the more guilty of the two in this 
regard. But then again, some of his opponents 
simply dismissed Short as a “religious nut” or 
heckled him.
Meanwhile, I saw two sides, one secular 
and one religious, fearful of each other, afraid 
that one might take the other’s freedoms away. 
I understand that atheists and agnostics are 
afraid that religion has encroached too far into 
secular politics. Short argued that secularism 
has encroached too far into matters of religion. 
To view issues that this country faces from ei-
ther extreme invites ignorance, fear, and anger 
toward the other side.
The United States was founded with the 
idea of a balance between church and state, be-
tween religion and secularism. All we have to 
do is look at a dollar bill to be reminded of this.
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Expect more 
of politicians 
than PR hype
People hate surprises, especially 
when they disagree with those sur-
prises or object to them. Among the 
world’s recent surprises is the com-
plicated issue of lean finely textured 
beef. We believe that if our “beef” 
looks like beef, cooks like beef and 
doesn’t kill us like beef, then it prob-
ably is beef.
Another surprise involves our 
editorial of last Thursday, about the 
forum Iowa State hosted on LFTB. 
We wrote and maintain that the fo-
rum was an exercise in presentation 
rather than the forum discussion it 
was billed as.
It is the rhetoric employed at that 
forum that bothers us. As Lt. Gov. 
Kim Reynolds so pointedly articu-
lated, the purpose of their visit was to 
support the beef industry.
Gov. Terry Branstad and Reynolds, 
while they may have exactly zero 
lawmaking power in their executive 
offices, represent the people of the 
whole state of Iowa the same way any 
other elected official represents his 
or her constituents. They were not 
elected to support a specific sector of 
the economy.
Industry officials and Branstad 
and company may have carefully 
weighed the evidence on the use of 
LFTB. The rest of us, the laity on this 
issue, have not. What is needed for 
the beef industry to rescue its image 
in the wake of its pink slime disaster 
is an honest question-and-answer 
opportunity for people who just 
want to know the facts, not a media 
campaign that merely duels with the 
other side’s propaganda.
There was no need for Branstad 
to join hands in the beef industry’s 
Whoville and don a shirt that said 
“#beefisbeef” (the industry tagline).
Branstad and company can do 
little about what parts of a cow end 
up in our food supply anyway. In this 
country, we try to leave the economic 
world to our businesses and social 
concerns to social organizations.
The criticism of the beef industry 
for its use of LFTB is an economic or 
social protest. Until it begins to spill 
over and poison the way in which we 
interact with one another, politicians 
have no legitimate reason to take any 
interest.
That includes Branstad. In coming 
to Iowa State and appearing beside 
beef industry representatives, by con-
descending to comment as a politi-
cian on a nonpolitical issue, Branstad 
lowered the dignity of his office.
As for the criticism we’ve received 
because we apparently criticized 
agriculture, our university and land-
grant colleges: We are not a public 
relations mouthpiece for Iowa State 
University in the same way that 
Branstad is not a public relations 
mouthpiece for the beef industry. 
Failing to give criticism where it is 
due is failing to do our job.
Editor in Chief: Jake Lovett
editor@iowastatedaily.com 
Phone: (515) 294.5688
God, secularism pair 
up to make America
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You’ve probably updated your status, favorited a tweet, checked in 
somewhere, pinned something or 
adjusted your settings on weather 
and news to fit your desires.
We’re currently desiring that 
these services and technologies 
serve us in a way of living better, 
whether that be for pure enjoy-
ment or an improved way of life.
Data is being produced and put 
into systems at an alarming rate 
today. And today, you’ve probably 
already done this by doing what 
I previously stated. If you think 
social networks or other Web 
services as basic as the news seem 
like just a game, you’re right.
It’s all a big giant game we’re in 
and many will say it’s still an im-
proved way of life. I’m not in argu-
ment with that. Rather, I’m argu-
ing that this is all to be a game-like 
experience that progressively 
becomes a smart technology in 
the background to train us for an 
augmented reality.
Augmented reality is defined 
as “a live view of a real-world 
environment whose elements are 
controlled or adjusted by comput-
er-generated sensory.” This idea 
has been worked on since 1966 
by Ivan Sutherland. Also, one of 
the most recent related project 
was done in 2009 from MIT that 
displayed a wearable device for 
this augmented reality.
The problem with augmented 
reality is it needs to be smart in 
that you are constantly training 
the technology to handle your 
environment that is fitting with 
no hindrance. I believe that in 
a few years, we will begin to see 
wearable devices that give us 
augmented reality due to all the 
amounts of data we have suddenly 
been entering into the Internet.
Recently, Google teased us 
with a concept video of what they 
call Project Glass. While they look 
fashionable, I believe what is just 
shown as a concept now will be a 
reality due to all the data Google is 
able to capture from you and your 
surrounding environment.
Google not only has a good 
map system and method of finding 
anything nearby — search — but it 
is heavily focused on building out 
its social network platform that 
has been off to a slow start.
Social networks such as 
Google Plus, Facebook and 
Twitter hold an amount of data 
that can be useful, if presented 
correctly, in developing an aug-
mented reality.
Nick Bilton of The New York 
Times reported that Google has 
no immediate plans of producing 
these glasses under Project Glass 
as it states, “We’re sharing this 
information now because we want 
to start a conversation and learn 
from your valuable input.”
Today we update our status, 
favorite a tweet, check into a place 
we like and really are out to set or 
make any preferences that make 
our life more enjoyable. The day 
of tomorrow will be when our 
experiences will be more embed-
ded into the real world rather than 
in this digital life form as they are 
now.
Why an augmented reality? 
Our usage of the Internet and 
these apps will reach a breaking 
point, and before or right when 
that happens, we will want all 
of these technology to be in the 
background — or at least these 
major technology companies will 
want augmented reality to truly be 
a reality.
Tekla Perry of IEEE Spectrum, 
in 2010, stated the following:
“As cellphone use increased, 
hands free headsets became ubiq-
uitous. As augmented reality apps 
proliferate, it’s likely that we’ll be 
looking for a hands-free way to use 
these as well.”
An augmented reality has been 
worked on, but only now have the 
capabilities of this technology 
experience come to light.
Entering and receiving data 
is rewarding and that is what 
we’re doing today. Tomorrow is 
just one step closer to our digital 
world making a positive impact 
in the real world we live if we 
so choose to do so. It’s a natural 
phenomenon.
Technology
Digital world impacts real world
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A couple of weeks ago, I signed an online 
petition regarding lean finely textured beef, but 
I quickly regretted doing so — not because I no 
longer had any concerns about the product but 
because I don’t agree with the tactic of calling it 
“pink slime,” which I consider a misnomer.
As someone who worries about the environ-
mental impact of large-scale industrial farming 
and the welfare of the animals in those farming 
operations, I also worry that tossing around 
terms such as “pink slime” threatens the cred-
ibility of those of us who are concerned about 
other issues surrounding corporate farming.
After sitting through last Tuesday’s lengthy 
pro-LFTB press conference in Kildee Hall, I 
left with the same stance I’d walked in with: 
unconvinced that lean finely textured beef is 
any more harmful to humans than ground beef 
is (actually, it’s leaner).
On the other hand, if you’ll take a look at the 
website of the department of human nutrition 
at the Harvard School of Public Health, you 
won’t find the department encouraging people 
to consume large quantities of beef; in fact, last 
month, the School of Public Health summa-
rized the results of a study on red meat that was 
recently done by researchers there, results that 
are consistent with numerous earlier studies 
(it is available at www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/
press-releases/2012-releases/red-meat-car-
diovascular-cancer-mortality.html).
In other words, if people are going to eat 
red meat, perhaps we should do so much more 
sparingly. One can take issue with the study’s 
design, but that doesn’t mean the results can 
be dismissed out of hand. Although possible 
risks of red-meat consumption were never 
mentioned during Tuesday’s news conference, 
I appreciated the presentation given by James 
Dickson, a microbiologist on the animal sci-
ence faculty, because his was the least political 
(which is why his was the only presentation I 
applauded).
As an ISU graduate, I was disturbed by the 
rest of the event because it was so extremely 
partisan Every politician who served as an 
official speaker is a Republican, and one of 
those politicians is widely seen as the most 
controversially conservative member of Iowa’s 
congressional delegation.
Both Board of Regents members who at-
tended are Republican as well. Also, when the 
governor spoke, he referred at one point to the 
“leftist media” — a simplistic misrepresenta-
tion of the mainstream media and an odd 
complaint, considering that earlier that after-
noon he’d instead faulted “the social media” for 
misinformation about lean finely textured beef.
Surely the ISU Block and Bridle Club 
could have found at least one Democrat or 
Independent to side with them that day; after 
all, non-Republicans, too, are elected in Iowa by 
beef-producing constituents.
On this, I have to agree with the event’s pro-
testors quoted in last Wednesday’s Des Moines 
Register: What took place in Kildee Hall was 
more characteristic of a political rally.
Such a partisan presence at an event con-
spicuously attended by Iowa State’s new presi-
dent undermines not only the credibility of the 
Block and Bridle Club, but Iowa State’s reputa-
tion as a research institution that’s dedicated 
to keeping scientific investigation untainted by 
any particular political agenda.
I hope the university will keep this in mind 
the next time it holds a “press conference” 
about such a complex and controversial subject.
Rick Santorum has “suspended” his campaign. All the pundits tell us the real race for the White 
House can begin.
But I wonder if that’s true. Maybe 
there is more Republican Party insider 
fighting coming alongside the general. I 
say this because, in watching Santorum 
and other conservative and religious 
Republican leaders talk about what 
Santorum’s suspension means, I am not 
hearing unconditional support for Mitt 
Romney.
The Republican Party has emerged 
from a grueling and costly primary season 
highly fragmented. Among the tribes 
in the party, we have the mainstream 
Republicans who coalesced around Mitt 
Romney as the most likely candidate to 
give President Barack Obama a good run 
for his money in November.
We also have Ron Paul’s Libertarian 
Republicans, who I’m not even sure are 
really part of the Republican political 
spectrum in the United States.
Third, we have what are called the 
“true conservatives,” which includes 
Christian evangelicals and other 
religious-based GOP voters.
Finally, we have the tea party move-
ment, which doesn’t necessarily sit apart 
from these other categories but which has 
evolved with a life, leaders and grass-roots 
organizations of its own.
Romney still has to accumulate 1,144 
delegates before he is the candidate of 
the Republican Party.  Paul and Newt 
Gingrich still remain in the race.
In states where delegates are allocated 
proportionately to the vote, they may 
continue to accumulate delegates. Then 
there is the problem that Santorum has a 
sizable number of delegates who are not 
Romney’s to have, and Santorum has not 
indicated whether he will ask them to 
vote for Romney at the convention.
Gingrich is a whole different matter. 
He seems unwilling to support Romney 
or perhaps any other Republican but 
himself. How he will see his continued 
campaign in the coming months is 
unclear today, but in any case, it remains 
an irritation and a distraction to the 
front-runner.
We still could see some fireworks at 
the GOP convention in August, as those 
who were not enthusiastic about Romney 
jockey for positions on the platform and 
other influence deals. There also will be 
challenges to seating delegates and fights 
by states that had their delegate counts 
cut in half by the Republican National 
Committee because they “jumped in front 
of the line” in the primaries.
Let me also comment on the 
widespread assumption that all the 
Republican voters and leaders of 
Republican interest groups will rally 
around Romney and give him their enthu-
siastic support.
I’m not sure that actually will happen. 
The reason is that there are rumblings 
and rumors spreading around from the 
Republican side that Santorum pulled out 
of this year’s race ahead of a likely embar-
rassing primary defeat in his home state 
of Pennsylvania.
There is also talk that he withdrew 
from the race at this point in order to pre-
serve his credibility for a potential White 
House run in 2016.
If there is any truth to this, it means 
that Santorum and his supporters and 
especially the “true conservative,” 
Christian base of the party may actually 
prefer Obama have a second term, leaving 
the field clear for a 2016 run for the White 
House by a rested and reconstituted 
Santorum.
Remember, they still don’t like or 
trust Romney very much. And, since 
they believe Obama is a disaster, by 2016 
the country should be in such bad shape 
voters will have no choice but to vote 
Republican all up and down the ticket.
Most of us think short term. Real 
thinkers and ideologues think long term 
and 2016 is not that far away.
There is still a lot of healing and 
coming together left for the GOP. So this 
will be the political equivalent of three-
dimensional chess.
As the semester comes to a close, so does a 25-year rela-tionship between the ISU Couple and Family Therapy program and the ISU and Ames communities. As a for-
mer doctoral student and now the program director for the final 
year of its existence, on behalf of the Couple and Family Therapy 
program, I wish to offer my sincerest thanks the Government of 
the Student Body for its wonderful support over the years.
Our program, which has graduated well more than 100 
doctoral and master-level mental health clinicians, scholars and 
agency/governmental directors, could not have existed without 
the GSB’s unwavering support. You made it possible for us to 
serve thousands of individuals, couples and families in need of 
service without regard to income or presenting concern for 25 
years. On behalf of our current and former faculty and students 
... thank you.
I also would like to thank the administration of Iowa State for 
its support over the past 25 years and hope the program added 
to the proud tradition of Iowa’s land-grant university mission. 
A special thank-you to former ISU President Gregory Geoffroy, 
whose direct and personal support of the program was appreci-
ated by all associated within the program. My thanks also to 
the department of human development and family studies who 
hosted and supported the program over the years and helped 
educate our students to become top-notch clinicians to the 
people of Iowa and around the world. I hope we added to the 
value of the department.
Thank you to the Iowa Association for Marriage and Family 
Therapy for your close working relationship with our pro-
gram over the years. I wish Mount Mercy University and the 
University of Iowa much luck as they take the torch from Iowa 
State and launch their training programs in couple and family 
therapy.
I wish to thank our program directors and faculty who came 
before me including my friend and mentor Dr. Harvey Joanning, 
who founded the program in 1987, Dr. Charles Cole and Dr. Linda 
Enders, who were the original faculty and my friends. I also wish 
to thank my friend and predecessor Dr. Megan Murphy who was, 
and is, a strong mentor to many clinicians who graduated from 
the program over the last several years and added to the national 
prestige of our training program. Thank you to all faculty who 
have served the program since its founding.
Thank you to area clinicians who contributed as faculty and 
supervisors including Keith Schrag, Dr. Anthony Santiago, Dr. 
Bing Wall, Amber Sampson, Abbie Winter, Natalie Gruss, Neal 
Sheeley and many more who have been affiliated with our pro-
gram over the years. Our administrative support specialists have 
been our program’s true guardians; thank you Linda Ritland, 
Dawn Risdal, Glenda Rahfeldt, Nancy Anderson, Anne Guddall, 
Joyce Hagley and many wonderful people who have moved on to 
new adventures since being our support staff over the years.
I wish to thank past and current program students (Shelly 
Stewart, Lindsey Deets, Amy Muller and Krystyna Abbot) for 
putting your hearts and souls into preparing for your profession 
and helping all who came in need. Your enthusiasm and dedica-
tion has been inspiring and leaves an old guy like me feeling good 
about the future of our discipline.
Most importantly, I wish to thank the thousands of Ames 
area residents and ISU students, couples and families who have 
entrusted their life’s challenges with our therapists over the 
years. We have all been honored and humbled with the trust you 
have placed in us during the difficult and joyous times of your 
lives. Farewell to you all.
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Letter to the editor
Partisan forum decreases credibility
Guest column
Offer thanks to ISU therapy program clinic
Guest column
Santorum’s suspension raises questions
Laura Runyan is an ISU alumna. She lives 
in Ames.
Steffen Schmidt is a university 
professor of political science.
Editor’s note:
An earlier version of these comments  
appeared in the Ames Tribune.
Michael McClain is a lecturer of human development and 
family studies.
File photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad discusses with Alexandria Davenport, graduate assistant in sociology, after the discussion titled “The Truth:  Lean Finely 
Textured Beef” hosted by the ISU Block and Bridle Club last week at Farm Bureau Pavilion.
In both matches this 
weekend, the ISU tennis 
team lost the doubles point.
The team lost one meet — 
4-3 against Kansas State on 
Friday — but won the next.
The key was the adjust-
ment the Cyclones (4-16, 1-6 
Big 12) made after falling be-
hind 1-0 against Kansas (9-
11, 0-8) to win 6-1 on Sunday.
“We are better singles 
players, but today I think the 
big difference was that we 
were ready to play,” said as-
sistant coach Rod Puebla. 
“They knew they had a 
chance to win and they took 
it. There were times when 
Kansas tried to come back, 
but we didn’t let them do it.”
The Cyclones rallied 
from 1-0 to win all six singles 
matches. The win against the 
Jayhawks was the Cyclones’ 
largest margin of victory in a 
conference meet since ten-
nis adopted the seven-point 
scoring system in 2001.
“When we were playing 
doubles, we got a little tight, 
but we’re starting to play bet-
ter and find our matchups 
and our teams,” Puebla said. 
“We were up 6-4 in the No. 3 
spot and we lost that match 
and lost the doubles point. 
They came out very strong 
after doubles; they all took 
care of singles and won all six 
first sets.”
It was also the last home 
meet for seniors Maria 
Fernanda Macedo, Marie-
Christine Chartier, Tessa 
Lang and Chelsea Loprinzi.
“We lost a lot of close 
matches and we finally 
took some weight off our 
shoulders,” Macedo said. 
“We know we can beat 
other teams and it finally 
happened.”
Chartier, Meghan 
Cassens and Simona 
Cacciuttolo went 2-0 in sin-
gles play during the weekend. 
Cacciuttolo won her third 
straight match and Chartier 
and Cassens won three of 
their last four.
“We have so many close 
matches and we can tell them 
what they need to do, but 
if they don’t apply it on the 
court, it’s tough for them,” 
Puebla said. “Their confi-
dence right now is going to be 
big going into next weekend.”
Cacciuttolo and Chartier 
also won their third consecu-
tive doubles match since 
being paired together a few 
weeks ago.
It was the Cyclones’ first 
conference win in seven tries 
while losing streak was in 
their minds since it started.
“It for sure takes some 
of the pressure off because 
we were 0-6 and we at least 
needed one win,” Macedo 
said. “But we’re not just going 
to stop there.”
One of the most intriguing parts 
of the Big 12 realignment is how it 
affects each sport in a completely dif-
ferent way. For soccer, adjustments 
will be made both on and off the field, 
giving the sport a whole new look.
After Nebraska and Colorado left 
the Big 12 Conference in June 2010, 
Texas A&M and Missouri went the 
same route a year later. Now, the Big 
12 welcomes two new faces into the 
conference in West Virginia and 
Texas Christian University.
Despite the teams having few ties 
to the conference, ISU coach Wendy 
Dillinger said everyone is in a some-
what similar boat.
“At the end of the day, it’s soc-
cer,” Dillinger said. “In terms of just 
the mentality going into it, with two 
new teams coming in, it’s going to be 
new to them; but we also have two 
other teams in the conference that 
have new coaches, so there’s a lot of 
change.”
So long Texas A&M, Missouri
The Aggies take with them 17 con-
secutive NCAA tournament appear-
ances dating back to 1995. Five Big 12 
tournament titles and seven regular-
season titles made them one of the 
most dominant teams in the Big 12.
That championship legacy is one 
that Oklahoma State coach Colin 
Carmichael believes is one of the 
biggest losses the conference suffers 
with realignment.
“[Texas A&M] has kind of helped 
the Big 12 get a national reputation 
by going out and playing teams like 
Florida and [North] Carolina and 
Duke, and that helps the whole con-
ference,” Carmichael said. 
In terms of postseason accolades, 
Missouri wasn’t as successful, but 
was a consistently competitive team 
year in and year out.
A 2008 Big 12 tournament title 
and a 2009 regular-season title ac-
company four NCAA tournament ap-
pearances as well for the Tigers.
On the ISU spectrum, the 
Cyclones’ 5-10-1 record against the 
Tigers was one of the least success-
ful for the team that now allows Iowa 
State to have a clean slate against 
some new opponents.
On the pitch
Once the season starts, all the 
teams will be facing opponents they 
haven’t seen before or at least don’t 
see very often.
Not only does that mean teams 
will have to do some extra home-
work for preparation — especially 
Iowa State, whose opening weekend 
includes West Virginia — but it also 
means teams will get the opportunity 
to form rivalries with each other.
On the other side of that spectrum 
is how West Virginia and TCU view 
the Big 12 teams from the outsider 
point of view.
The Mountaineers come into the 
conference riding back-to-back Big 
East titles and 12 consecutive NCAA 
tournament appearances.
Having a plethora of new teams to 
play could cause a team to lose sight 
of its past success in a different loca-
tion. However, WVU goalkeeper Sara 
Keane said they have a different out-
look on it.
“It will be more motivation be-
cause we are going to be the new kids 
in town in the Big 12,” Keane said. “So 
I think we’ll want to come in there and 
make an immediate statement.”
The competitive nature of the Big 
12 has been one where every team 
has a shot at making the conference 
tournament every season. Not only 
because a team just needs to finish in 
the top eight of the nine total teams to 
advance, but every team is in conten-
tion even down to the final weekend.
Losing Texas A&M and Missouri 
normally would put a big dent in the 
conference’s RPI rankings, but KU 
coach Mark Francis said he doesn’t 
think that will be the case consider-
ing the level of competition TCU and 
West Virginia bring.
“Last year, the Big 12 in soccer 
was ranked second in RPI behind the 
ACC, so we were ranked in the sec-
ond-toughest conference in the coun-
try, so this year I don’t think it will be 
any different,” Francis said. 
Off the pitch
One of the first things that comes 
to mind when people think of confer-
ence realignment is the travel aspect, 
which is always a topic of discussion.
TCU is located in Fort Worth, 
Texas, which will make travel actually 
easier than Baylor, which is situated 
in Waco, Texas.
West Virginia’s East Coast loca-
tion isn’t as convenient, but WVU 
coach Nikki Izzo-Brown said travel-
ing distances for them has become 
more of the norm.
“In some regards, it’s very obvious 
Texas and Oklahoma and places like 
Iowa are a little bit farther, and no-
body’s excited about that extra travel,” 
Izzo-Brown said. “But I think it’s just 
a great opportunity for our student-
athletes to maybe see a part of the 
country  they haven’t seen.”
For TCU, the conference change is 
exciting since it now gets to compete 
against Baylor, Texas and Texas Tech 
every season. TCU coach Eric Bell will 
begin his first regular season with the 
team this year and said everyone is 
looking forward to the in-state battles.
“The folks here at TCU are very 
excited about having the opportunity 
to play against these in-state teams 
and have it matter,” Bell said. 
If everything goes according to 
plan, the 2012 Big 12 soccer season is 
going to be one filled with storylines 
just like the other revenue sports. 
With that comes some uncertainty 
as well, and Bell summed that up 
perfectly.
“A lot of people don’t know what 
to expect,” Bell said. “That will make 
the conference season a little bit more 
interesting, but as the conference sea-
son goes on, I think people are going to 
figure out what makes teams tick.”
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ISU RUNNERS SHINE  
ON OVERCAST DAYS
iowastatedaily.com/sports
SOftball:
Oklahoma 
State sweeps 
Cyclones  
in Stillwater
Iowa State Daily
Men’S gOlf:
McCoy places 
1st, team 
comes in 2nd 
in Iowa City
SpOrtS JargOn:
Ace
SPORT:
Tennis
DEFINITION:
A legal serve that is un-
touched by the opponent, 
resulting in a point for the 
serving player.
USE:
Maria Fernanda Macedo 
served up a powerful ace 
that landed in the corner of 
the opposite service box.
By Daily staff
Nate McCoy placed first at 
the Hawkeye-Great River 
Entertainment Invitational in 
Iowa City on Saturday.
The senior shot 68, 65 and 69 
to finish with a score of 202 — 
which was six less strokes than 
runner-up Chris Brant of Iowa — 
to win the third tournament of 
his collegiate career.
“I felt really confident in my 
swing this week,” McCoy said in 
a news release. “This was the 
first trip this spring where I felt 
everything was grooved.”
Iowa State finished second over-
all out of 11 teams with a team 
score of 842. Iowa won the 
event shooting 840.
“I am very satisfied with our 
performance,” said ISU coach 
Andrew Tank said. “We had solid 
play all around and put ourselves 
in contention. This should give 
us momentum heading into the 
Big 12 Championships.”
Freshman Scott Fernandez tied 
for fifth, finishing with a final 
score of 211. Junior Borja Virto 
rounded out the Cyclones’ three 
top 10 finishers, placing ninth 
with a three-round score of 213.
The Cyclones will not compete 
until April 27, when it will tee 
off at the Big 12 Championshps 
on in Houston. The conference 
meet will last until April 29.
By Dan Cole, 
Daily staff writer
The ISU softball team lost all 
three of its games at Oklahoma 
State this past weekend. The 
Cyclones (12-28, 1-11 Big 12) 
were outscored 19-13 on the 
weekend by the Cowgirls (21-16, 
5-6).
The weekend began with a 2-1 
Cowgirls win Friday afternoon. 
Iowa State held a 1-0 lead until 
Oklahoma State scored two 
runs in the bottom of the fifth 
inning as Cowgirls’ pitcher Kat 
Espinosa earned the complete-
game victory.
Saturday’s first game went to 
extra innings, as the Cowgirls 
prevailed 7-6 in eight. Espinosa 
earned her second complete-
game victory of the weekend, 
but Sara Davison and Jorden 
Smith both had home runs for 
the Cyclones.
Oklahoma State took the series 
finale by a score of 10-6. Amy 
Graham went 3-for-4 with three 
RBIs and a run scored for the 
Cowgirls. Erica Miller and Tori 
Torrescano both belted home 
runs for Iowa State.
The Cyclones next game is 
against Iowa on Wednesday 
afternoon in Ames.
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Soccer teams in the Big 12 Conference will be facing new opponents in the upcoming season with the loss of Texas A&M and Missouri and the addition of 
West Virginia and TCU. This means extra preparation for the Big 12 teams, but also the opportunity to form healthy new rivalries with each other.
Soccer faces new places
Editor’s Note:
This is the final part of an eight-part 
series about how Big 12 realignment af-
fects non-revenue sports at Iowa State. 
Part 8 focuses on the soccer team.
Big 12 realignment 
brings in new teams
By Cory.Weaver 
@iowastatedaily.com
Tennis
Arrivals: West Virginia (Big East), Texas 
Christian University (Mountain West 
Conference)
Departures: Texas A&M (SEC), Missouri 
(SEC)
By the numbers
Baylor: Baylor leads 9-5-2
Kansas: Kansas leads 10-5
Oklahoma: Iowa State leads 8-5-2
Oklahoma State: Iowa State leads 7-6-2
Texas: Texas leads 15-2-1
TCU: Texas Christian leads 1-0
Texas Tech: Iowa State leads 10-5
West Virginia: Teams will meet for first 
time in 2012
Matchup history
Baylor: 0
Iowa State: 0
Kansas: 0
Missouri: 1 (2008)
Oklahoma: 0
Oklahoma State: 3 (2003, 2009, 2010)
Texas: 2 (2006, 2007)
Texas A&M: 5 (1997, 2001, 2004, 2005, 
2011)
Texas Tech: 0
TCU: 0 Mountain West conference 
titles
West Virginia: 3 Big East conference 
titles (2007, 2010, 2011)
Conference titles
Cyclones get Big 12 win for seniors
By Michael.Schmitt
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Grace Steenhagen/Iowa State Daily
Senior Maria Fernando Macedo returns the ball during 
doubles play Friday. Macedo was paired with Tessa Lang 
and the two fell to Kansas State with a final of 8-3. 
1Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
(515) 292-5020 • 258 N. Hyland • 
www.fpmofames.com • info@fpmofames.com
205 Beach (Be
ach View)
Picture Yourself Here...
CALL NOW
FOR SHOWINGS!
“FEW UNITS REMAINING!”
• ONLY pay electric & water
• Direct TV Choice Package
• High Speed Internet
• Washer & Dryer in Unit
• Garage Parking Available
• LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
210 Gray (Sunset View) 
Walking Distance 
to staDium
2 & 3 BR
•	 FREE	heat,	water																				
cable	and	internet
•	 2	decks
•	 On	Cyride
(515) 232-4765 • www.rentshriver.com
Maplewood apartMents
1108 s. 4th street
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
The Iowa State Daily is hiring paper 
carriers for Fall 2012 - Spring 2013 
academic year.
Mon. - Fri. delivery 
Email: aforbes@iastate.edu
It’s Garage Sale Season!
Are you planning a sale?
Advertise it
in the Daily
for FREE!
Email your ad to classified@iowastatedaily.com
*Ad will run for 3 days. Ad must be received by 10 a.m.
minimum of 2 days before you want the ad to run. 20 words max.
PREETI SEEMA
apartments
Offering 1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments 
Start looking for a new place now!
292.3108 | 246 N. Hyland Ave.
Youth Addictions Specialist
www.yss.org
Please see website for details
Night Manager
Youth Addictions
Counselor
Part-time & Full-time
Youth Worker
Please see website 
for details:
www.yss.org
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
      Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
Business Directory
!Bartending! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training available. 
18+ ok. 1-800-965-6520 
ext 161
Earn $1000-$3200 a month 
to drive our brand new cars 
with ads. www.AdCarPay.com
  
 
 
1 Bedroom Summer Sub-
lease for house on Washing-
ton Ave.  Sublease would run 
May through August.  $300 
Month.  Call/Txt 712-210-
5623
1BR in 2BR/2bath apart-
ment on Sheldon Ave. 
$450/month + 1/2 utili-
ties. Parking spot available. 
Available August 1. Contact 
641-414-8441
FREE Heat, Internet & Cable  
$595 - $615 2 Bedroom 
Apts Avail Aug 1st  FREE 
Heat, Internet & Cable  No 
Application Fee!  No Deposit 
for those who qualify!  515-
232-8884  www.FurmanRe-
alty.com
3-bedroom 1 block from 
campus, AC, free internet 
and expanded basic cable, 
free parking, laundry facilities. 
Available now. ph 291 5155, 
231 0744. Email rlengen@
mchsi.com
425 welch ave  Need three 
people to sublease 425 
welch apartment starting 
August 11 2012! Only $430 
per person!  Email lamill-
er19@gmail.com for more 
information
Large 5BR/2BA house 
with attached garage. Five 
minutes from campus. 203 
E. LincolnWay. $1,300/mo. 
Available Aug. 1. Call Andy 
515-231-8388.
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Football
Wide receiver play 
highlights game
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Dan.Tracy 
@iowastatedaily.com To no one’s surprise, A.J. 
Klein stole the show at the 
ISU football team’s annual 
spring game on Saturday.
The reigning co-Big 12 
Defensive Player of the Year 
picked off Jared Barnett and 
returned it 94 yards for a 
touchdown — the first of the 
game — in the second quar-
ter of Cardinal’s 13-7 victory 
against Gold.
Klein said he did not know 
James White was right be-
hind him trying to stop him 
from scoring when he slowed 
down before the goal line.
“Nope,” Klein said when 
asked if White could have 
brought him down before the 
goal line. “I would have car-
ried him 20 yards if I had to.”
Klein, who owns the 
school record for career inter-
ceptions returned for touch-
downs with three, started the 
trend of four turnovers forced 
by the defense in the game.
“The defense was due for a 
better day and they respond-
ed,” said ISU coach Paul 
Rhoads. “There was a higher 
level of intensity out there 
today than I saw a week ago.”
Linebacker Jeremiah 
George was 
lauded by 
Rhoads as 
the most 
i m p r o v e d 
player of 
the spring 
season.
“He’s re-
ally taking 
c r i t i c i s m 
to heart,” 
Klein said 
of George. 
“He takes 
it person-
ally, which is 
good. He’s one of those play-
ers who wants to work hard 
and he wants to do things 
right.”
George nabbed the second 
of the defense’s four intercep-
tions and tied the team-high 
eight tackles — six solo — 
while also notching a sack.
Defensive end David 
Irving also had a standout 
day, notching six tackles — 
five solo — and a sack for a 14-
yard loss.
Rhoads said Irving did a 
good job of getting stops dur-
ing zone-read plays, which 
give the end the choice of 
immediately chasing the ball 
carrier or playing the quar-
terback and allowing the 
linebackers to pick up the ball 
carrier.
“I saw David coming 
down the line fast,” Rhoads 
said. “I know he made a num-
ber of tackles for two-yard 
gains on plays like that, which 
you have to do if you’re going 
to play good run defense.”
However, Irving said he is 
still working on his sense of 
urgency, which has been a fo-
cal point for improvement for 
him this spring.
“I tried to hustle more,” 
Irving said. “Sometimes you 
come off the edge and then it 
looks like had nothing so you 
stop going, I just have to keep 
going and it paid off.”
A focal point for the de-
fensive line as a whole, Irving 
said, has been getting more 
pressure on the quarterback, 
which proved to be conducive 
to forcing those turnovers on 
Saturday.
“A lot of that is due to our 
preparation,” said defensive 
tackle Jake McDonough. 
“The defensive line was get-
ting off the ball, we were get-
ting pressure and causing 
the quarterback to get off his 
spot. The linebackers and 
secondary were just fitting 
where they need to fit in order 
to make the play.”
For a team that commit-
ted 35 turnovers last season, 
four interceptions — includ-
ing three in a five-play span in 
the second quarter — stood out 
in the mind of ISU coach Paul 
Rhoads following the team’s 
annual spring game at Jack 
Trice Stadium on Saturday.
“[I] was disappointed in 
the turnovers that took place 
at the end of the first half,” 
Rhoads said. “Other than that, 
I think we finished up spring 
ball very well.”
The top three quarterbacks 
— Jared Barnett, Steele Jantz 
and Sam Richardson — com-
pleted a combined 56.2 percent 
of their passes. Richardson ac-
counted for the only offensive 
touchdown, finding Tad Ecby 
on a six-yard slant in the sec-
ond quarter.
Rhoads said the perfor-
mance of the three quarter-
backs was not reflective of 
their performances through-
out the spring.
“I shouldn’t let those turn-
overs completely influence 
me, but they didn’t show up 
like they have in probably 
the last four to six practices,” 
Rhoads said.
While the three current 
signal callers struggled, quar-
terback-turned-wide receiver 
Jerome Tiller emerged, finish-
ing the day with five catches 
for 44 yards.
“We weren’t sure what 
kind of player we were going 
to get from JT going into the 
spring,” Barnett said. “Now we 
know that he has a lot of poten-
tial and he showed it today.”
The redshirt freshman 
wide receiver trio of Ecby, 
Quenton Bundrage and 
Ja’Quarius Daniels combined 
for 12 catches and 85 yards 
receiving. Rhoads said he ex-
pects all three to see playing 
time next fall.
After 15 spring practices, 
no decision has been made on 
who will be the team’s starting 
quarterback next fall.
Rhoads said both Barnett 
and Jantz are ahead of 
Richardson because of age and 
experience, but “a lot changes 
when you get to August.”
“When I know we’ve got 
a [No.] 1, I’ll tell you,” Rhoads 
said.
Defense finds success 
in forcing 4 turnovers
Photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Redshirt freshman quarterback Sam Richardson passes the 
ball during the spring game on Saturday. 
Klein
Rhoads
www.horizon-properties.com
RELAX
a great
home is
horizonover the
292.3479   |   2615 Northridge Pkwy # 102
• Unparalleled service & responsiveness
• Free high speed internet, cable and water
• On- & off-campus rental locations
• Variety of floor plans
• Dedicated to quality
• 24-hour on call maintenance
515.233.4440 • www.hunziker.com
       Your First Experience
                    50 Years of Ours
Where good 
neighbors make 
great friends.
Managing 
500+ Units
515.292.5020 | www.fpmofames.com
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENTF P M
West
1401 N Dakota
1225,1502 Delaware
4416, 4719 Toronto
Campus
Beach View (205 Beach)
Sunset View (210 Gray)
137 Campus, 309-315 S. Franklin
CALL NOW FOR
A SHOWING!
UNITS GOING FAST
It’s Better 
Out West!
JENSEN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
•	 FREE Internet
•	 FREE Cable
•	 FREE Parking
•	 W/D (select units)
•	 Ames Racquet & Fitness   
Membership
•	 Walk-in Closets
•	 Pet Friendly (select units)
515.233.2752	•	www.jensengroup.net
Campus 1BR $730
•Walk to Campus
•FREE Cable/HSI
•Garage Available
515-268-5485
resgi.com
All utilities paid
Adjacent to Campus
Floor Plans
Free Cable/Internet
Private Fitness
Free Parking 
Garages Available
Check us out at:
www.resgi.com
Email:  info@resgi.com
Real Estate Service Group
Campustown Living
268.5485  or  290.8462
Stop in to find out about our 
new properties
Free Cable/Internet
Pets Welcome
Awesome 2 & 3 BR, 1.5 BA
$650-705/mo
James Place
1 + 2 Bedroom
Going Fast
Private Rooms, Across from 
Howe Hall
Available May or August
Shared bath & kitchens
Includes all utilities and wireless internet
$300-$425
www.cycloneproperty.com
515.290.9999
NOW LEASING
1  -  4  B E D R O O M  A P A R T M E N T S
YOUR LIFE JUST GOT BETTER.
5 1 5 - 5 9 8 - 9 0 0 0
WWW . I S U C A M P U S T O W N . C O M. I .
THIS
 WEE
K ON
LY
$250
 
     de
posi
ts!
off
Available for Fall
Eff- 1 BDR - 2 BDR
West Ames by red bus stop
Call Sali:515.450.2899
COLLEGE
Fully Loaded 
College iving
• 24-Hour Fitness 
• FREE Tanning
• Private Bathrooms
• Coffee Bistro
• Fire Pit & BBQ Grills
515.232.1046
gogrove.com
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FAST FACT: AUTO SERVICE 
81% of ISU students 
have a car in Ames  
39% of those students choose to 
have their cars serviced in Ames
Call 294-4123 Today!
or iowastatedaily.com
Put an ad in our
Classifieds & GET RESULTS!
NEED TO 
SUBLEASE 
YOUR PLACE?
NEAR
CY-RIDE!
www.totalpropertyames.com
515-292-7777
NORTHERN LIGHTS
Close to Dahl’s, Wal-Mart & N. Grand Mall
Large Apts with great layouts
FREE Utilities except electric
Garages & Patios/Balconies
On-site laundry
2 Bedroom
apartments
available!
$770 - $820
per month
Hurry only 4 3BR
apartments left!
$930
Today’s Birthday (04/16/12). 
Plan the year ahead now, as the 
Moon transits Pisces. List the 
ways you love to spend your time, 
and find ways to do them more 
often. Put out the welcome mat 
for personal transformation, and 
open the door when it comes 
knocking. Discover spontaneity 
for pleasant surprises.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Planning 
and research fits. Fine-tune 
your domestic scene. Whittle 
down your list, and the pressure 
lets up. Mercury enters 
your sign for three weeks of 
sharper intellectual ease.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Your friends 
want you to come out and play. 
Don’t get distracted from a 
deadline, but it is possible to 
have it all. Compromise. You’re 
smart enough to work it out.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Consider 
new opportunities for the 
next few days. There’s a test. 
Mercury enters Aries for 
about three weeks, affecting 
Gemini’s self-expression, 
short travel and family.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Your luck is 
shifting for the better. Don’t 
launch until you’re ready, but 
sketches take life. Mercury 
enters Aries for a period of 
talk and action at home.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Business heats 
up to a pleasantly profitable 
sizzle. Your environment sparks 
your creativity. Spread it around. 
Let a loved one teach you.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Get into 
imaginative teamwork with 
experts and partners. Use a 
system that you know works. 
Pay bills first. Service is key 
for the forseeable future.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
-- Today is a 7 -- The excellent 
work you’ve been doing reflects 
well on you. The impossible is 
beginning to look easy. Dreams 
do come true. Be gracious 
to a hot head. Stay calm.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
-- Today is a 6 -- Focus on 
what’s important. Work quickly 
and carefully. The coming 
days portend communication 
and action around joint 
resources, ends and beginnings. 
You’re lucky in love.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
-- Today is a 5 -- Figure out how 
to make beautiful, marvelous 
things happen. Words and 
action come together around 
higher studies, theology, 
philosophy and travel.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
-- Today is a 6 -- You can 
concentrate much easier 
today and tomorrow. Doing 
what you love is rewarding 
in many ways now, and your 
career picks up steam.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Why not throw 
a spontaneous dinner party to 
celebrate getting taxes done? 
You’re entering a phase of talk 
and action in community groups. 
Use your local resources.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
-- Today is a 7 -- You can 
create things you didn’t think 
possible before. You are drawn 
to discussion about meditation 
retreats, health and wellness, 
or revealing hidden talents.
Word of the Day:
tony   \ TOH-nee \  , adjective;  
1.  High-toned; stylish.
Example:  When we ate lunch in a tony  
restaurant near the Empire State Building, 
Ricky ordered a turkey sandwich and a glass 
of milk.
President Kennedy was the fastest random speaker 
in the world with upwards of 350 words per minute.
Cats sleep 16 to 18 hours per day.
Karoke means “empty orchestra” in Japanese.
1 in 5,000 north Atlantic lobsters 
are born bright blue.
American car horns beep in the tone of F.
Stressed is Desserts spelled backwards.
Flying from London to New York by 
Concord, due to the time zones crossed, 
you can arrive 2 hours before you leave.
Random Facts:
Crossword
Yesterdays Solution
Across
1 Puts behind bars
6 Opera headliners
11 Dairy creature
14 Stan’s sidekick, 
in old comedy
15 Call forth
16 Hubbub
17 Dish that’s thrown 
together?
19 Fix a button, say
20 PDQ, in the ICU
21 “__ I a stinker?”: 
Bugs Bunny
22 Mont Blanc and 
Monte Rosa
24 Belted out
26 __ B’rith: Jewish org.
27 Phone bk. info
30 Where 6-Across often 
are when performing
35 Most of 34-Down’s 
surface
37 Sugar suffix
38 Visiting 
Hollywood, say
39 Protective feature 
of most power strips
43 Ticklish Muppet
44 Bearded 
grassland grazer
45 Rib cage locale
46 Wall protector near 
a room entrance
50 Campfire residue
51 Catches some Z’s
52 Musical work
54 Traveler’s entry 
document
55 Woman’s sleeveless 
undergarment, for short
57 Watchman’s order
61 Tasseled headgear
62 One who follows 
tornadoes ... or an 
apt description of 
the starts of 17-, 30-, 
39- and 46-Across
65 Get along in years
66 “Casablanca,” for one
67 Protein-building acid
68 Low-quality
69 Make off with
70 Liberal voter, slangily
DDownown
1 Scribbles (down)
2 “That’s __ of hooey!”
3 “Casablanca” heroine
4 Leans to port or 
to starboard
5 “Get it?”
6 Draw up plans for
7 “Fathers and Sons” 
novelist Turgenev
8 Chevy’s plug-in hybrid
9 Rap sheet abbr.
10 Some Avis rentals
11 The Volga River 
flows into it
12 Dedicated poetry
13 “Holy guacamole!”
18 Copenhagen native
23 Not quite timely
25 Skin breakout
26 Uncle Remus title
27 Hard-__: very strict
28 Eye-related prefix
29 Spoke from the pulpit
31 Refresh, as a 
cup of coffee
32 Psychic hotline 
“skill,” briefly
33 Shine
34 Fifth-largest planet
36 Old Greek markets
40 Capt. saluters
41 “__ momento!”
42 Neutral shade
47 Cricks and tics
48 Saddle knob
49 Sweeping in scope
53 Disgrace
54 Folk singer Suzanne
55 Sheltered inlet
56 “The Marriage of 
Figaro” highlight
58 “In your dreams!”
59 Pre-Easter time
60 City tricked by 
a wooden horse
61 “Marvy!”
63 Trike rider
64 Actor Holbrook
Scorpio: You’re lucky in love.
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
SATURDAY’S PUZZLE
Level: 
1 2
3 4
© 2012 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
4/16/12
Friday’s Solution
Monday
Super
Special $818+ taxLarge ClassicOne-Topping
Pizza14” Free Delivery!No coupon needed!Not good with any other offer.
Add 1lb.
of Chicken 
Wings $6.95
SAVE $5.94 on any 14" Pizza Including Combos
FREE City-Wide Delivery. CALL
292-6600
Seating for 100 @ 207  Welch Ave. Ste. 201 
(Clocktower/Campustown)
STOP... 
...in to Ames’ newest, 
quick-lube and 
experience 
the difference. 
ENJOY...
...a free cup 
of Caribou coffee and 
relax in our 
Northwoods lounge or 
stay in your car.
GO...
...in 3 to 5 minutes 
your oil is changed 
and you’re 
“good to GO!
DLY-8
with coupon
(reg $26.99)
*not valid with any other offer  **applies to reg. price oil change
Now offering FREE CAR WASH with Oil Change **
*
Changing the way your oil gets changed! SM
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Taxes:
Holiday 
pushes back 
tax day
You still have a little time 
left to get your return filed 
to Uncle Sam. While the tax 
filing deadline typically falls 
on April 15, this year taxes 
are due Tuesday, April 17.
The extra break was 
granted because April 15 
is a Sunday this year, and 
Monday is Emancipation 
Day, a holiday in 
Washington, D.C., that cele-
brates the freeing of slaves 
in the district. Under the tax 
code, filing deadlines can’t 
fall on Saturdays, Sundays 
or holidays.
Last year, Tax Day was 
extended until April 18, also 
thanks to Emancipation 
Day.
CNN Wire service
Tech:
Pew report: 
1 in 5 adults 
don’t use 
Internet
Though the Internet has 
become a key tool for find-
ing jobs, getting the news, 
keeping up with people and 
much more, one in five U.S. 
adults still does not use the 
Internet at all, according to 
a new Pew report.
Why? Mostly they’re just 
not interested. “Among 
current non-Internet users, 
almost half say the main 
reason they don’t go online 
now is because they don’t 
think the Internet is relevant 
to them,” said the report.
CNN Wire service
Business 
creates buzz
sTarTup:
sTaT:
How Reclaiming Sexuality Combats Sexual Violence
Jaclyn Friedman
Monday, April 16, 2012, 8pm
Great Hall, Memorial Union
Beyond Consent
Sponsored by: Collegiate Panhellenic Council, Division of Student Affairs, 
Margaret Sloss Women’s Center, Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) Grant, 
and Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
Jaclyn Friedman is a writer, performer, activist and  
author of the book What You Really Want: The Smart  
Girl’s Shame-Free Guide to Sex and Safety. As a college  
undergraduate, Friedman was a victim of sexual assault.  
The experience led her to become an instructor of IMPACT 
safety training and an advocate for safer communities for 
women everywhere. Her 2007 article “Drinking and Rape:  
Let’s Wise Up About It” became a popular reference for new 
thinking about preventing rape without shaming or blaming 
women. It was also the inspiration for her book Yes Means Yes: 
Visions of Female Sexual Power and a World without Rape.
 
 
Dr. Rod Rebarcak
Dr. Matt Cross
Dr. Ben Winecoff
Neck & Back • Headaches • Extremities 
WALK-IN CARE
       515.233.2263 | backcareiowa.com 
          Monday to Saturday
 E. of Culvers
11 years
Student Legal Services
515-294-0978
Room 0367, Memorial Union
Appointments: Monday-Friday
funded by GSB
FREE legal consultations for ISU 
Students and ISU Student Groups
A new Des Moines busi-
ness, FreebeeCards, is 
looking to create some buzz 
prior to its May 15 central 
Iowa launch by making an 
appearance at Veishea. 
A FreebeeCard is a virtual 
promotional card that lo-
cal businesses can offer 
customers online. If the 
customer is interested, they 
can reserve their virtual 
card, but they have to go 
into the store to find out its 
worth — the values may 
range from $5 to $50 off. 
Once the customer knows 
their discount, they can use 
it that day, save it for later 
or gift it to a friend. 
The company hopes to give 
consumers an incentive 
to try new local busi-
nesses. You can see them in 
Saturday’s Veishea parade.
Daily staff
Historic hotel bought out
Ames community has 3 local options
A collection of glassware, Bibles, invi-
tations, dinner menus and a switchboard 
are only a few artifacts left behind from 
the time when the Sheldon-Munn was 
known as one of the finest hotels in the 
Midwest.
The Sheldon-Munn hotel opened in 
1916 becoming the largest hotel in town. 
Today the Sheldon-Munn houses years of 
history and opportunity for success with 
new ownership. Caleb Matthews, an Ames 
business owner, purchased Sheldon-
Munn in March.
The finest hotel in the Midwest
“It was a cornerstone building and the 
tallest building in Ames at the time, which 
was amazing,” said Alan Spohnheimer, 
from the Ames Historical Society. “The 
Sheldon-Munn signified that we were 
growing and developing west.”
The Sheldon-Munn stood four sto-
ries tall with four floors and 72 fine guest 
rooms. The hotel also included a ballroom, 
a dining room, a four-chair barbershop 
and a full kitchen with six full-time chefs. 
The $150,000 hotel attracted people from 
all over the Midwest, and it would often 
be booked months in advance. The popu-
larity led to an expansion with the 1926 
west wing. The project cost $85,000 and 
doubled the hotel’s occupancy, including 
new rooms and commercial spaces on the 
ground floor.
“The new hotel was to be the meet-
ing place for town and college, for there 
was no Memorial Union then. The ho-
tel was booked months ahead for social 
events, fraternity and sorority dances. 
Professional meetings of many kinds met 
there,” reads an exhibit on the Sheldon-
Munn at the Ames Historical Society.  
From elegant hotel  
to efficient living
As times changed in the ’60s and ’70s, 
the Sheldon-Munn gradually lost its ap-
peal and grandeur. In 1971, the North 
Grand Mall opened its doors and became 
a center for entertainment and shopping. 
Many popular stores left their locations 
on Main Street and moved to the thriving 
new mall.
In 1976, the Sheldon-Munn began 
the transition from hotel rooms to low-
income apartments, which was com-
pleted by 1982. Rooms ranged from $5 to 
$8 a night, depending on if the room had a 
bathroom.
The future of Sheldon-Munn
Matthews bought Sheldon-Munn 
from Eglin Investment LLC. He looks for 
buildings like Sheldon-Munn for new 
opportunities.
“I’ve had a building down here for six 
years and so you walk by every day and 
see the big building, and the city knows 
it’s not quite up to what it was in the past,” 
Matthews said.
As for the future of the historical 
Sheldon-Munn, Matthews said they are 
still in the beginning stages for plans.
Parley Sheldon was nicknamed the 
“perennial mayor” because he served 
18 years as the mayor of Ames.  He was 
a banker when he first arrived in Ames 
in 1874.  He partnered with A.H. Munn to 
build the Sheldon-Munn.  The Munn fam-
ily is well-known in Ames.  Today, the fifth 
generation runs the family business H.L. 
Munn Lumber Co.
A banker and  
a lumberman
1916: Parley Sheldon and A.H. 
Munn open Sheldon-Munn 
hotel on May. 31. 
1926: With booming business, 
the Sheldon-Munn needed to 
expand. The west wing edition 
project began.
1949: The Sheldon-Munn was 
“the place to be” and often 
caused traffic jams and over-
crowding. The bus stop had 
to move from Kellogg Avenue 
and Main Street.
1971: The North Grand Mall 
opened, drawing businesses 
and consumers away from the 
Main Street area.
1970s: The Sheldon-Munn 
began its transition from an 
elegant hotel to efficient living 
spaces.
1980s: The Clark Family pur-
chased the Sheldon-Munn.
2012: Caleb Matthews, current 
owner, bought Sheldon-Munn 
in March. Matthews also owns 
the new Duck Worth Wearing, 
Chocolaterie Stam and Pyle 
Photo buildings all located on 
Main Street.
Sheldon-Munn 
over time
Farmers markets
Photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
The Sheldon-Munn building opened as an elegant hotel in 1916, then transitioned 
into low-income apartments in 1982.
Photos: Ames Historical Society
For the second year in a 
row, there will be three farm-
ers markets in Ames. The 
Ames Farmers’ Market, Main 
Street Market and North 
Grand Farmers’ Market each 
boast a colorful lineup of ven-
dors and events.
The Main Street Market 
received much acclaim last 
year as a new project in down-
town Ames. This year, the 
Ames Chamber of Commerce 
approved significantly more 
funding for the project, so there 
will be many new vendors.
“These efforts were re-
ally in response to years of 
requests from Ames-area resi-
dents who know Ames is the 
kind of town that should have 
a diverse, abundant and re-
ally fun farmers market,” said 
Main Street Cultural District 
Executive Director Tom 
Drenthe in a news release. “A 
lot of work was involved, but 
we are delighted that the mar-
ket was well-received in its in-
augural year.”
Opening day is May 5, with 
a ribbon cutting, Ames Public 
By Alexander.Furman 
@iowastatedaily.com
Management
By Katie.DeVore 
@iowastatedaily.com
Library Book Mobile, live mu-
sic at Tom Evans Plaza and 
much more, said event coor-
dinator Mandy McWherter. 
Along with bolstered funding 
from Ames Convention and 
Visitors Bureau, the Main 
Street Market is doubling its 
season from three months to 
six months. Six months is con-
sidered a normal season.
The North Grand Farmers’ 
Market will be continuing its 
tradition of having the market 
for the regular season, with 
more than 20 vendors current-
ly. It begins its season in May 
and runs through October. 
Unlike Main Street, this mar-
ket offer a special indoors ven-
dor service that takes place 
February through April, then 
moving outside. North Grand 
vendors have taken pride in 
being able to say that all of 
their products are truly grown 
locally, the criteria being that 
items sold are by the vendor or 
their immediate family.
The third market in town, 
the Ames Farmers’ Market, 
will be marking its 35th year 
this season. The Ames and 
North Grand farmers markets 
used to be one, but split their 
membership several years ago.
All three farmers markets 
have no immediate interest to 
join forces in the future. For 
the past 35 years, North Grand 
and Ames have been doing 
well on their own, with the 
new Main Street Market be-
coming a much-wanted down-
town public event.
All three markets have a 
fair amount of diversity look-
ing past just the produce. 
North Grand features hayrides 
and bonfires courtesy of one of 
its oldest vendors. Main Street 
has musicians, artists and 
workshops. The Ames Market 
brings tours of heritage. File photo: Emily Harmon/Iowa State Daily
John Lynch and Lonna Nachtigal of Onion Creek farm prepare 
to help a customer at the Ames Farmers’ Market on Aug. 27, 
2011.  The Ames Farmers’ Market hosts a variety of stands, all 
local. 
Ames businessman  
in beginning stages  
of planing for future  
of Ames staple 
Sheldon-Munn
of your work year 
(76 work days) 
to read all of 
your privacy 
policies.
According to Carnegie 
Mellon researchers, you 
would need...
2012
1959
1916
online
™
Farmer facts
For more information about 
the Ames markets, visit 
iowastatedaily.com/business
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Check us out online!
www.veishea.iastate.edu
Get Your 
VEISHEA 2012
 Merchandise!
Available at:
Central Campus
April 16, 8AM-2PM
April 17-20, 11AM-2PM
April 21, 9AM-5PM during Village
VEISHEA
2012
VEISHEA
Sweatshirts $25
T-shirts $15
Sweatpants $25
Hats $10
Mugs, Bottles, 
Sunglasses & More!
MONDAY, APRIL 16
8:30AM - 10:30AM
Campus Cookout Breakfast
Panera Coffee
HyVee Donuts
Liberty Fruit
Campus Showcase: Business and 
Liberal Arts and Sciences
TUESDAY, APRIL 17
11AM - 2PM
Campus Cookout Lunch
Fighting Burrito
Apples
Campus Showcase
8PM
VEISHEA Says I’m Funny
Maintenance Shop, MU 
Live video stream to 
the Great Hall, MU
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
11AM - 2PM
Campus Cookout Lunch
Pork Burgers (Iowa Pork Producers)
Chips
Blue Bunny Ice Cream
Campus Showcase: Engineering
7PM 
Cyclone Idol 
Hosted by Young MC 
Great Hall, MU
Co-sponsored by 
Student Union Board
9PM 
Outdoor Movie 
Mission Impossible 4: 
Ghost Protocol 
Central Campus
(rain location Gerdin 1148)
Co-Sponsored by Student 
Union Board
SATURDAY, APRIL 21
8AM - 10AM
Waffle Breakfast
Central Campus 
9AM - 5PM
VEISHEA Village
Central Campus 
10:30AM
VEISHEA Parade
11AM - 3PM
International Food Fair
Great Hall, MU
11AM - 3AM
Taste of VEISHEA
Molecular Biology Parking Lot
and Union Drive
12PM - 5PM
Jeff Klatt, Chainsaw Artist
South Campanile Lawn
6PM-2AM
LIVE @ VEISHEA Concert
Molecular Biology Parking Lot 
(ticket required)
7:30PM
Stars Over VEISHEA Presents: 
Rent 
Fisher Theater (ticket required)
9PM
Comedian Kristen Schaal 
Stephens Auditorium 
Co-Sponsored by Committee on 
Lectures Funded by GSB
9PM – 3AM
BOOTYTRONIC Presents: 
Club VEISHEA 
South of Student Services Building
9PM & 1AM
Nick Pike, Juggler 
Central Campus 
(rain location Great Hall, MU)
10PM – 1AM
Bingo
Sun Room, MU
10PM & 12AM
61Syx Teknique, Breakdancers
Central Campus 
(rain location Great Hall, MU)
11PM & 2AM
John Rotellini, Magician/Illusionist
Central Campus (rain location Great 
Hall, MU)
12AM - 3AM
Midnight Pancakes
Central Campus 
THURSDAY, APRIL 19
11AM - 2PM
Campus Cookout Lunch
Valentino’s
Otis Spunkmeyer Cookies
Carrots or Apples
Campus Showcase: Design and
Human Sciences
6PM
MuSE: Music Showcase 
Extraordinaire 
Maintenance Shop, MU
8PM & 10PM
Hypnotist Brian Imbus 
Great Hall, MU
FRIDAY, APRIL 20
11AM - 2PM
Campus Cookout Lunch
Domino’s Pizza
Carrots
Otis Spunkmeyer Cookies
Campus Showcase: Agriculture 
and Life Sciences
5PM - 3AM
Taste of VEISHEA
Molecular Biology Parking Lot
and Union Drive
6PM-2AM
LIVE @ VEISHEA Concert
Molecular Biology Parking Lot 
(ticket required)
7:30PM
Stars Over VEISHEA Presents: 
Rent 
Fisher Theater (ticket required)
9PM – 3AM
BOOTYTRONIC Presents: 
Club VEISHEA
South of Student Services Building
10PM & 1AM
Project Dynamite, Variety Duo 
Central Campus 
(rain location Great Hall, MU)
11:30PM
Stevie Starr
Professional Regurgitator 
Central Campus 
(rain location Great Hall, MU)
12AM - 3AM
Midnight Pancakes
Central Campus 
Eat all week for $5
Buttons available on central 
campus during the cookouts 
April 16-20
Kristen SchaalEric HutchinsonYoung MC
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Opening ceremonies 
move up on calendar 
to embrace its name
Each year, ISU students and the Ames com-
munity alike get to celebrate all the festivities 
Veishea encompasses. Whether it’s perusing 
the wide array of food vendors or watching the 
parade circle around campus, each event means 
something special to the Veishea that students 
know and love.
One such event is the annual Veishea open-
ing ceremonies. Despite its title, the opening cer-
emonies in the past have been held at the end of 
the week on Friday.
This year however, the opening ceremonies 
will take place on Tuesday, said Kayla Nielsen, 
general co-chairwoman.
“We are moving up the program in order 
to embrace the ‘opening’ label and kick off the 
week,” Nielsen said. “The program will now be 
recognized as the Veishea Opening Ceremony 
and Awards.”
No matter when the event takes place, the 
opening ceremonies have always been important 
to the celebration. In the past, opening ceremo-
nies have been quite elaborate. The fountain in 
front of the Memorial Union was dedicated at 
the Veishea opening ceremonies in 1937. On oc-
casion, the governor of Iowa even attends the 
ceremony.
This year, students can expect to find a social 
gathering to recognize the accomplishments of 
faculty, staff and student leaders on campus.
“This year is extra special as we celebrate 
our 90th anniversary,” Nielsen said. “Students 
and university administrators come together to 
celebrate.”
The opening ceremony recognizes both the 
Faculty and Leadership Recognition program 
and the Student Activities Center awards. The 
awards program will be emceed by Tom Hill, vice 
president of Student Affairs.
The Veishea Opening Ceremony and Awards 
will be from 4 to 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Great Hall 
of the Memorial Union. The awards ceremony 
will begin at 5:15 p.m.
By Joy.Wessels 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Iowa State Daily
In past years, the Veishea opening ceremonies took place on Friday. This year, however, the opening ceremonies will take place Tuesday to kick off Veishea week.
Kickoff event
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You know you 
want some...
Birthdays · Graduations · Weddings
300 Main St • 515-232-0124
Barbecue button and 
Veishea merchandise 
sales
  When: 8 a.m to 2 p.m. 
Monday
  Where: Central Campus
Campus breakfast
  When: 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. 
Monday
  What: Colleges of 
Business and Liberal 
Arts and Sciences will be 
showcased.
  Where: Central Campus
Beyond Consent: How 
Reclaiming Sexuality 
Combats Sexual 
Violence — Jaclyn 
Friedman
  When: 8 p.m. Monday
  What: Jaclyn Friedman is  
a writer, performer and ac-
tivist. She wrote the book 
“What You Really Want: The 
Smart Girl’s Shame-Free 
Guide to Sex and Safety.”
  Where: Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
Campus cookout
  When: 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Tuesday through Friday
  What: Fighting Burrito 
and apples will be served 
Tuesday, Iowa Pork 
Producers pork patties 
and chips on Wednesday, 
Valentino’s spaghetti and 
breadsticks on Thursday 
and pizza and carrots on 
Friday.
Veishea Opening  
Ceremony and Awards
  When: 4 p.m. Tuesday
  What: ISU community 
members can gather  
and recognize the  
accomplishments of  
others on campus.
  Where: Sun Room, 
Memorial Union
Veishea Says I’m Funny
  When: 8 p.m. Tuesday
  What: Veishea Says I’m 
Funny is a competition that 
showcases the comedic 
talent of ISU students. 
  Where: Maintenance Shop, 
Memorial Union (with live 
video stream to Great Hall 
and on Ustream)
Middle School Day
  When: 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Wednesday
  What: Middle school 
students can connect with 
college student mentors. 
  Where: ISU campus
Cyclone Idol hosted  
by Young MC
  When: 7 p.m. Wednesday
  What: Cyclone Idol, the 
ISU version of “American 
Idol,” showcases the  
singing ability of ISU 
students. 
  Where: Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
Outdoor movie — 
“Mission Impossible 4: 
Ghost Protocol”
  When: 9 p.m. Wednesday 
through Sunday
  What: The movie, which 
is co-sponsored by the 
Student Union Board, 
is about Ethan Hunt, an 
Impossible Missions Force 
agent, and his attempt to 
clear the IMF’s name after 
a bombing of the Kremlin. 
  Where: Central Campus 
or Carver 101 (weather 
dependent)
MuSE: Music Showcase 
Extraordinaire
  When: 6 p.m. Thursday
  What: The event show-
cases six bands from Iowa 
and surrounding areas. 
  Where: Maintenance Shop, 
Memorial Union
Hypnotist Brian Imbus
  When: 8 p.m. Thursday
  What: Brian Imbus  
entertains crowds with 
comedic hypnotism. 
  Where: Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
Cherry pie-eating 
contest
  When: Noon Friday
  What: Contestants will eat 
as many pies as they can. 
  Where: Central Campus
Taste of Veishea
  When: 5 p.m. to 3 a.m. 
Friday and 11 a.m to 3 a.m. 
Saturday
  What: Vendors will serve a 
wide variety of food. 
  Where: Molecular Biology 
parking lot and Union 
Drive
Live @ Veishea 
  When: 6 p.m. Friday to  
2 a.m. Saturday
  What: Bands include Hot 
Chelle Rae, New Boyz, Eric 
Hutchinson, Parachute, 
Jason Reeves and Electric 
Touch. 
  Where: Molecular Biology 
parking lot
Harambee Student 
Talent Show
  When: 6 p.m. Friday
  What: The noncompetitive 
talent show will showcase 
the various talents of ISU 
students. 
  Where: Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
Stars Over Veishea  
presents: “Rent”
  When April 13-15, Friday 
through Sunday
  What: “Rent” is the story  
of eight friends facing the 
shadow of HIV/AIDS.
  Where: Fisher Theater
Bootytronic presents: 
Club Veishea
  When: 9 p.m. Friday to  
3 a.m. Saturday
  What: Club Veishea gives 
students the chance to 
experience a club atmo-
sphere. Open to all ages. 
  Where: Enrollment 
Services parking lot
Project Dynamite
  When: 10 p.m. Friday
  What: Project Dynamite 
is a variety show that has 
won two People’s Choice 
Awards. 
  Where: Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
Stevie Starr, profes-
sional regurgitator
  When: 11:30 p.m. Friday
  What: Starr has been fea-
tured on Ripley’s Believe 
It or Not. He can swallow 
a live goldfish and bring it 
back up alive. 
  Where: Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
2012 calendar
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Justin Saenz serves pizza during Veishea 2011. Food will be served on Central Campus from  
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday through Friday with the purchase of a $5 button.
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Katelynn Kline, ISU alumna in hotel, restaurant and institution management, fills up pie crusts 
with cherry fillings for sale April 17, 2010, in MacKay Hall. The pies are for sale throughout the 
week and are one of the longest-standing traditions of Veishea.
No  one does “I Do” like we do!
www.amessilversmithing.com
515-232-0080220 Main
It’s 
Better
Out 
West!
Jensen Property
Management
4611 Mortensen Rd #106
233.2752
www.jensengroup.net 4518 Mortensen | 515.292.4555 | westtownepub.com
Matamoros Monday
• $4 Margaritas 2pm-1am
• $11 Buckets of Corona, 
Dos Equis& Landshark
• $5 Pork Fajitas
Karaoke Tuesday
• $5 for 8 Boneless Wings
• $1 Tube Shots 9pm-1am
• $2.25 Spiced Rum and 
Pepsi 9pm-1am
White Trash Wednesday
• $2 Spam Sandwiches 7-10pm
• $2 Tator Tot Casserole 7-10pm 
• $2 PBR & Keystone Tall Boys 
7pm-12am
2-fer Thursday
• 2-fer Pork Tenderloins  All Day
• 2-fer Well Drinks 9pm-1am
• Late Night Happy Hour
• $2.50 Domestic Draws 11-1am
Unfiltered Friday
• $3.50 Pints Blvd Wheat
• $5 Regular Nachos 2-7pm
• $1.50 Keystone Light Draws
• $3.50 All Craft/ Import Bottles
Wing it Saturday
• 59¢ Wings and Gizzards
• $10 Domestic Buckets All Day
Sunday Funday
• $5 Pound of Chicken
• $7 Pitchers of Keystone Light 
9pm-1am
• $5 Bloody Marys
Open 11am-2am
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Midnight Pancake Feed
  When: Midnight to 3 a.m. 
(or while supplies last) 
Saturday and Sunday
  Where: Central Campus
Waffle breakfast
  When: 8 to 10 a.m. 
Saturday
  Where: Central Campus
Veishea Village
  When: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Saturday
  What: ISU departments 
and student organizations 
will present displays.
  Where: Central Campus
Ames Neighborhood
  When: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Saturday
  What: Community mem-
bers will share displays.
  Where: Central Campus
Veishea parade
  When: 10:30 a.m. Saturday
  What: The parade will  
feature bands, performanc-
es and floats on a route 
around campus.
  Where: ISU campus
Smoke Over Veishea 
BBQ Contest
  When: All day Friday and 
Saturday, with free  
sampling from noon to  
2 p.m. Saturday
  What: Barbecue and  
grilling enthusiasts will 
compete against one 
another in four different 
categories.
  Where: Molecular Biology 
parking lot
International Food Fair
  When: 11 a.m to 3 p.m. 
Saturday
  What: The food fair 
is sponsored by the 
International Student 
Council. 
   Where: Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
4-on-4 co-ed sand 
volleyball
  When: Noon Saturday
  What: The matches are 
best of three games to  
15 points. There must be  
at least one member of 
both sexes per team on  
the court at all times.
  Where: Intramural 
Southwest fields
Canoe races
  When: Noon Saturday
  What: Two teams of two 
to three people each race 
in canoes. There are two 
divisions, depending on 
how many people are on 
a team.
  Where: Lake LaVerne
Jeff Klatt, chainsaw 
sculpture artist
  When: Noon Saturday
  What: Klatt will create art 
with a chainsaw “in an 
hour or less.”
  Where: South Campanile 
Lawn
Kickball
  When: 1 p.m. Saturday
  What: This is the first 
annual Veishea kickball 
tournament. Teams consist 
of no more than 14 play-
ers, three players being 
girls, with nine on the field 
at a time.
  Where: Lied Recreational 
Athletic Center turf
Slam dunk contest
  When: 4 p.m. Saturday
  What: Contestants’ slam 
dunks are determined by 
a panel of judges based 
on degree of difficulty, 
originality and beauty. 
  Where: State Gym
Live @ Veishea
  When: 6 p.m. Saturday to  
2 a.m. Saturday
  What: Jay Sean, Iyaz, 
Javier Colon, Hunter 
Hayes, Craig Campbell and 
Eric Paslay will perform.
  Where: Molecular Biology 
parking lot
Comedian  
Kristen Schaal
  When: 9 p.m. Saturday
  What: Schaal was named 
the best alternative comic 
at the 2006 HBO Comedy 
Arts Festival and won a 
New York Nightlife Award 
for best female stand-up 
and the second annual 
Kaufman Award hosted 
by the New York Comedy 
Festival.
  Where: Stephens 
Auditorium
Juggler Nick Pike
  When: 9 p.m. Saturday 
and 1 a.m. Sunday
  What: Nick Pike mixes 
juggling with acrobatics, 
comedy and audience par-
ticipation. He was a contes-
tant on “America’s Got 
Talent,” and he performed 
last year as the opener to 
the Veishea comedian.
  Where: Central Campus
61Syx Teknique 
Breakdancers
  When: 10 p.m. Saturday 
and midnight Sunday
  What: The Teknique  
dancers tell their story 
and the history of dance 
through break dancing.
  Where: Central Campus
John Rotellini, magician
  When: 11 p.m. Saturday 
and 2 a.m. Sunday
  What: John Rotellini 
uses magic, comedy and 
audience participation to 
entertain.
  Where: Central Campus Bingo
  When: 10 p.m. Saturday
  What: Bingo is hosted by 
ISU Afterdark.
  Where: Sun Room, 
Memorial Union
Closing Ceremony
  When: 2 p.m. Sunday
  What: ISU commu-
nity members will be 
recognized.
  Where: Campanile Room
File photo: Iowa State Daily
A Scooby-Doo-themed float moves along the route in the 
2010 Veishea parade. This year’s parade starts at 10:30 a.m. 
Saturday.
File photo: Nick Nelson/Iowa State Daily
Juggler Nick Pike performs before comedian Donald Glover 
on April 16, 2011. Pike will take the stage at 9 p.m. and 
midnight Saturday on Central Campus.
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With an increase of visitors heading to 
Ames to celebrate Veishea, safety and security 
are a concern. However, Lt. Elliot Florer of the 
ISU Police assured that his department along 
with the Story County and Iowa State Patrol 
police forces will be heavily staffed and ready 
to handle any situation.
ISU Police will be taking a similar ap-
proach as they have in past years in regards to 
student and visitor safety, Florer said. One of 
the department’s main goals is to educate stu-
dents on what actions to take and how to react 
if something dangerous were to occur.
Florer said he wants students and the com-
munity to have a good time during the week-
long festivities, but to party smart at the same 
time. He explained the importance of having 
a designated driver and said students need to 
remember to call 911 if things get out of hand.
“Let’s Be Frank” is a spring safety cam-
paign featuring a flamingo that ISU Police use 
to educate and inform students on what to do 
in case of an emergency. The campaign has a 
Facebook page where students can learn more 
about the message.
Paige Yoder, freshman in industrial engi-
neering, has never attended Veishea before, 
but she said she understands the importance 
of remaining safe during Veishea.
“I know I’m going to have to be extra careful 
that week, but I also trust in our law enforce-
ment to do their job,” Yoder said. “I feel very 
safe here and I don’t think Veishea should 
make me feel any less.”
During Veishea, police officers will be post-
ed at each residence hall like they are at any 
other point in the school year.
“All we can really do is prepare for the 
worst and hope for the best,” Florer said.
ISU Police increase patrol 
during week of celebration
By Jamie.Lauten 
@iowastatedaily.com
Safety
File photo: Iowa State Daily 
An ISU Police officer helps an unidentified man April 18, 2004, after Veishea celebrations. 
Local police departments will boost their presence around campus throughout the week.
Fans of the popular Discovery Channel se-
ries “Cash Cab,” rejoice. Iowa State’s own ver-
sion is coming to Veishea for a second year.
The premise around Iowa State’s spinoff of 
“Cash Cab,” Cy Cab, is similar to the show.
The Cy Cab vehicle escorts visitors around 
the Veishea festivities while the driver asks the 
passengers a variety of questions.
“There’s someone asking you Iowa State 
trivia, Veishea trivia and some pop culture 
trivia,” said Jon Sukup, Veishea recruitment 
co-chairman.
Being knowledgeable in these areas comes 
with a reward in the form of a small prize.
The Cy Cab will have minor changes from 
last year.
“We plan to really revamp it and really have 
it out there, so we hope it’s more successful this 
year,” said Veishea recruitment co-chairwoman 
Alyssa Domagalski.
This year, Cy Cab’s questions will be even 
broader, and the prizes may be bigger for an-
swering questions correctly.
Iowa State’s version  
of  ‘Cash Cab’ quizzes  
community members
By Nick.Andrade 
@iowastatedaily.com
Cy Cab
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Veishea committee members convince students to take a ride on the Cy Cab on Apr. 16, 2011. 
Similar to “Cash Cab,” students get a ride around campus while answering trivia questions.
We can help with it all!
VEISHEA
DEAD WEEK
FINALS
105 WELCH AVENUE
515.292.3630
•Posters
•Banners
•Handouts
•Resume
•Projects
•Graphic    
 Design
•Portfolios
•Invitation
•Business  
 Cards
OPEN
24 Hours
We Have Your Bike and
It’s Awesome!
126 S 3rd St.
515-232-3669
Mon-Fri 10 am - 7 pm
Saturday 10 am - 5 pm
• Studio-5 Bedroom Floorplans
• 24 Hour Fitness & Tanning
• Washer & Dryer in Every Unit
• Pet Friendly
• Across from Ames Dog Park
• Vaulted Ceilings & Hardwood Floors
• Stylish Designer Kitchens
• Full-Size Garages Available
Places. People. Love.
887.288.5810   416 Billy Sunday Rd. #150   www.southduffatisu.com
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Veishea is a week dedicated to the celebra-
tion of Iowa State, but this year there is some-
thing else that calls for celebration: the Earth.
Chandra Peterson, intern for Live Green 
and co-president of the Green Umbrella, said 
the Live Green organization will be highlighting 
the fact that the last Sunday of Veishea is also 
Earth Day. She said many things are being done 
this year to make sure ISU students are aware of 
that.
“I like to call it ‘Earth Week,’ but what it real-
ly should be called is ‘Earth Year,’” Peterson said.
Kayla Nielsen and BJ Brugman, co-chairper-
sons of the Veishea committee, said this year the 
Veishea committee has been collaborating with 
the Live Green organization to make this year’s 
celebration one that will make a difference.
Nielsen and Brugman said the Veishea office 
has already started its part in the green initiative 
by putting many things — such as scholarship 
applications, event schedules and other infor-
mation — online.
Tina Lovan, co-chairwoman of the Campus 
and Community Involvement Committee, said 
this year Veishea will be using fewer paper fly-
ers and having more word-of-mouth advertis-
ing and writing on chalkboards in lecture halls 
to advertise to students.
“Any little thing helps,” Lovan said. “It’s your 
environment — take care of it.”
Peterson said she, Nielsen and Brugman 
have come up with ways to keep Iowa State’s 
campus clean during Veishea celebrations, such 
as putting more recycling bins on campus.
Nielsen and Brugman said they will try to 
have at least one recycling bin for every few gar-
bage cans. This will be especially important dur-
ing soda sales and concerts, they added.
Peterson said this year, four out of five of the 
meals served will not require silverware as an 
effort to reduce the amount of garbage created. 
She and Nielsen also said that the silverware 
and plates that are required will be compostable.
During this year’s Veishea Village, there 
will be a green section, Peterson said. Booths 
in these sections will be stressing the fact that 
Earth Day is the following day and students 
should help out.
Nielsen and Brugman said there will be a 
campus cleanup on Earth Day. In past years, this 
has been specific to only cleaning up on campus, 
but this year, Campustown will be included in 
this cleanup.
Peterson said businesses located in 
Campustown are very excited about this and are 
going to be adding their own efforts to the cam-
pus cleanup.
“Campustown needs just as much, if not 
more, cleaning than on campus,” she said.
Peterson said there is an event committee of 
the Green Umbrella group that has just begun 
meeting.
She said the committee will be coming up 
with even more ways to keep the ISU campus — 
and Earth — looking beautiful.
Veishea goes green to celebrate Earth Day
By Kelsey.Roehrich 
@iowastatedaily.com
Sustainability
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
ISU President Steven Leath helps out by spreading wood chips at the University Community Childcare center at SUV on Saturday, March 24 for this year’s Veishea Service Day. 
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When the ne print really matters!  The resort is for the private and exclusive use of all Campustown residents.  Its not too late for you to reserve your spot in the hottest 
community in Ames.  Bring in this ne print and receive 50% o your your entire security deposit!  We never have any application fees or amenity fees so you get unparal-
leled access to the greatest thing since sliced bread.   The resort is a full scale amenities center.  Fully equipped with free weights, Circuit and Cardio training, Yoga Studio, 
those big bouncy balls that you sit on and do sit-ups, mirrors to look at your muscles, and much, much more.  Outside you will nd a large pool for your lounging pleasure 
as well as 2 year round hot tubs, the out door sun deck to get a real tan, or tanning beds inside if you prefer the fake version of tanning, green space to graze on, and a 
BBQ pit for you master your grilling skills.  So, now that you have read the entire paragraph written in ne print, what are you waiting for?  Send us an email today and 
schedule your appointment to view some of the great apartments that we still have available.  You can reach us at, info@isucampustown.com or by phone at                 
515-598-9000.  Carrier pigeons are not accepted, however we do have a Morse code machine, dial in at ..... .---- ..... ..... ----. ---.. ----. ----- ----- ----- 
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Where Good 
Neighbors Make
Great Friends
•Full time professional
 management staﬀ
•Free HEAT, TV &
 INTERNET SERVICE
•Free on-line payment service
•1,100+ Apartments
 Numerous Locations
 throughout Ames
•Most properties 
 “Owner” managed
515.233.4440 Hunziker.com
Tuesday
PBR PitcheRs
$4.75
MaRtini tuesday
Large Drink = $3
Any vodka or gin we carry
(we mean ANY)
 GRain Belt Bottles
$1.00
Wednesday
$1.25 pints
Olde Main Dinky Wheat, Olde Main 
Off Kilter, Olde Main Long Face 
Boulevard Wheat, Bud, Bud Light, 
Golden Light, Miller Lite, Coors Lite, 
PBR
$2 pints
Guinness, Smithwicks, 
Woodchuck, 
Fat Tire, Blue Moon, Stella Artois, 
Sam Adams, Newcastle, and 
more!
26 Campustown • 207 Welch Ave • 292-2334 
Mon-Thur 4 pm-2 am • Sat-Sun noon-2 am • Fri 1 pm-2 am
NO Cover!
TASTE the Difference!
FREE, FAST,
 HOT DELIVERY!
Call: 292-6600
Classic PIZZas * 12” Hot sandwiches * Chicken Wings
Cheesebread * Jalapeno Poppers * Mozzarella stix
207 Welch Ave. Clocktower/Campustown
For More specials: www.pizzapit.biz
33
R
Pizza as You Like It
Over 2,000,000 Pizzas Served - Dining Room Seating for 100
Voted “Best Wings” 2004, 2005 & 2006.... 
FrIday
Daiquiri’s  
$2.75
(21 flavors)
Long isLanDs  
$3.00
60 oz Pitchers
$5.00 All NIGHT
Long IsLand
Pints
$2.75
Cap’n’Coke 
Pints
$3.25
Miller Lite • Coors Light • Bud
Bud Light • PBR • Golden Light
Monday
THursday
- No Cover -
ToP sHeLF nIGHT
Any liquor we carry (lots)
$2.50 single
$4.75 double
Any pint or bottle $2.50
or less
saTurday
Frosty Pints
Margs
BLooDy Marys
aLL $2.50
sunday
haPPy hour Prices
aLL Day Long
$2/$3.50 wells $5.75 pitchers
oPen noon- 2aM
IOWA STATE DAILY
Save $4.00
PIZZA
& WINGS
Voted “Best Wings” 2004, 2005, 2006...
For Free Delivery Call:
292-6600 $1439plus tax• Must present coupon• one discount / Purchase
• Prices subject to Change
• not valid with Pizza Twins
• expires June 30, 2012
For FREE Delivery Call:
292-6600
• one discount / Purchase
• Prices subject to Change
• not valid with Pizza Twins
• expires June 30, 2012
Save $3.30
12” Hot SanDwiCH Deal
$1249plus tax 2 - 12” French Loaf Hot Sandwiches2 - Bags of Chips2 - Pair of Dill Pickles2 - 12oz. Cans of Cold Pop
Add
1 lb. of chickenwings$6.95
SanDwiCH CHoiCeS
• Ham & Cheese
• Ham reuben
• Pepperoni sub
• roast Beef
• Meatball
• Classic Combo
• Vegetarian
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Get a 12” single “Classic” 1-topping pizza (regular or extra thick crust)  
and a 1 lb. order of our “bigger” tastier chicken wings
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With 53 Veishea tournaments taking place 
this year, 2012 tournament co-chairmen Brian 
Capesius and Jake Smith have a lot on their 
plate.
However, they said they’re up to the chal-
lenge — and their committee even decided to 
add 15 new events this year that are available 
to all students to take part in. New events in-
clude dodgeball, kickball and a cherry pie-eating 
contest.
The brand new cherry pie-eating contest will 
take place at noon Friday on Central Campus. 
The event pairs with the Veishea cherry pie 
bake sale tradition that is run by ISU students 
in the hotel, restaurant and institution man-
agement department, who make around 8,000 
cherry pies for the festival.
Five-on-five men’s basketball and flag foot-
ball are returning favorites this year. Smith said 
that because of the events’ overwhelming popu-
larity, they have turned the events into more of 
a league this year with multiple games taking 
place over a few weeks.
Another popular tournament hosted during 
Veishea is knockout. For those unaware, knock-
out is a basketball game in which participants 
line up and if the trailing player makes a shot 
before the leading player, the leading player is 
eliminated. Last one standing wins.
Last year, ISU students attempted to break 
the knockout world record. Cyclone students 
reached their goal one basket at a time with 360 
total participants.
Yet, only a few months after the event, an-
other group overcame Iowa State with only 10 
more players.
“Breaking the knockout world record is our 
biggest goal this year,” Smith said. “We want to 
get 1,000 participants and smash the record.”
The co-chairmen’s goal is to make the tour-
nament an event that ISU students can get ex-
cited about.
Registration for each tournament can be 
done online on an individual or group basis (de-
pending upon the event). Many of the events are 
free, however, there are several tournaments 
that have a small entrance fee.
Tournaments committee 
set goals high for 2012 
with 15 new contests
By Jamie.Lauten 
@iowastatedaily.com
Competitions
5-on-5 basketball league 
  When: March 25-26, 
April 1-2, April 9, April 
11, April 16, April 21 
(championships)
  What: The 5-on-5 basket-
ball tournament culmi-
nates in a championship 
game at 3 p.m. Saturday. 
  Where: State Gym
3-point contest
  When: March 25-26, April 
12 and April 18
  What: Contestants have 
one minute to shoot four 
balls from five spots be-
hind the 3-point line. 
  Where State Gym
Madden ‘12
  When: April 16
  What: Contestants play 
four-minute quarters. 
  Where: To be determined
Dodgeball
  When: April 16
  What: Teams of no more 
than eight players, with 
five playing at a time, 
compete in a dodgeball 
tournament. 
  Where: Lied Recreation 
Center
Knockout world record 
attempt
  When: April 17
  What:  Iowa State broke 
the record last year only 
to be beaten less than 
a month later by Grace 
College. The goal this 
year is to have 1,000 
participants. 
  Where: Hilton Coliseum
Word 3-on-3 men’s 
basketball
  When: April 18
  What: Teams consist of 
three men each. Americans 
and international students 
are encouraged to play. 
Football treds (co-ed)
  When: April 18
  What: Two team of six 
attempt to pass a football 
down the field. Once a 
player catches the football, 
he or she cannot run 
forward, but can run side 
to side or backwards. 
  Where: Lied turf
5K race
  When: April 19
  What: The route will take 
participants all around 
campus. All participants 
will receive a Veishea 5k 
T-shirt. 
  Where: Central Campus
Call of Duty
  When: April 19
  What: Gamers will play 
matches on medium sized 
maps with standard death-
match rules. 
  Where: To be determined
Cherry pie eating 
contest
  When: April 20
  What: Contestants will eat 
as many Veishea cherry 
pies as they can.
  Where: Central Campus
Laser tag
  When: April 20
  What: Teams consist of 
four players per team. 
Winners receive champi-
onship T-shirts. 
  Where: Perfect Games
Canoe races
  When: April 21
  What: Two teams of two 
to three people each race 
in canoes. There are two 
divisions, depending on 
how many people are on 
a team. 
Kickball
  When: April 21
  What: This is the first 
annual Veishea kickball 
tournament. Teams consist 
of no more than 14 play-
ers, three players being 
girls, with nine on the field 
at a time. 
Slam dunk contest
  When: April 21
  What: Contestants’ slam 
dunks are determined by 
a panel of judges based 
on degree of difficulty, 
originality and beauty. 
  Where: State Gym
4-on-4 co-ed sand 
volleyball
  When: April 21
  What: The matches are 
best of three games to 15 
points. There must be at 
least one member of both 
sexes per team on the 
court at all times.
  Where: Intramural 
Southeast fields
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Video game tournament teams “Frank,” left, and “Twins Win” battle against each other during 
Veishea 2011. The Veishea Tournaments Committee added 15 new events for this year.
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Jerico Shape competes during the 3-point shooting tournament on April 13, 2011, at Lied 
Recreation Athletic Center as part of the 2011 Veishea tournaments. Some of the new events 
on this year’s schedule include a cherry pie-eating contest, dodgeball and kickball.
Tournaments
ACROSS
4 Volunteer March 24th at VEISHEA _______  
   Day.
8 All VEISHEA events are free of _______. 
11 VEISHEA merchandise can be bought here. 
12 Name of the Friley house that started the      
     Governor’s Run in 1967.
15 Safest means of transportation during   
      VEISHEA.
16 This year’s Stars Over VEISHEA presents         
      the musical ____.
17 _____ thousand cherry pies are made for   
     VEISHEA every year. 
DOWN
1 Don’t forget during VEISHEA always       
_________ Responsibly. 
2 In 1958, this famous actor and future     
   U.S. President was guest speaker and    
   Grand Marshall of VEISHEA
3 VEISHEA, “A ________ Tradition     
    since 1922.” 
5 U.S. President that lit the 1963   
    VEISHEA torch. 
6 Saturday April, 21 catch Juggler/
   Entertainer  ___ _____ on central               
   campus for FREE. 
7 Be Wise. Stay safe and always travel     
   with others in a _____. 
9 Friday night’s Pop-Rock performer is      
    _________.
10 There are ________ VEISHEA 
     committees. 
13 VEISHEA celebrations of 2005 were 
      suspended as a result of the _____ 
      of 2004. 
14 The VEISHEA parade starts at half     
      past ___ on Saturday, April 21. 
4
3
8
2
5
12
7
13
16
14
11
10
15
6
1
9
17
CELEBRATE RESPONSIBLY
VEISHEA CROSSWORD
Go online to www.iowastatedaily.com/games/VEISHEA for answers.
These colleges and businesses remind you to 
celebrate responsibly this VEISHEA week.
facebook.com/IowaStateU.AgLifeSciences
twitter@iastate_cals • www.ag.iastate.edu
facebook.com/ISU.CollegeofBusiness
twitter@ISU_COB • www.business.iastate.edu
515.294.7800 • www.hs.iastate.edu
College of Human Sciences
Expanding human potential
515.294.7800 • www.las.iastate.edu
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES
515.233.2327 • www.cycloneliquors.com 515.292.5543 | 515.232.1961
www.hyvee.com
515.296.6848 • www.mu.iastate.edu
Department of Residence515.233.2327
www.cycloneliquors.com
515.294.7800 | www.hs.iastate.edu
515.294.7800 | www.las.iastate.edu
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Talent shows
By	Cole	Komma
Ames247	Writer
Get ready, Iowa State. Student talent is going 
to be bigger and better for Veishea 2012. Every 
year, two student talent competitions take 
place: Cyclone Idol and Veishea Says I’m Funny.
Last year, Samantha Johnson blew the 
judges away with her rendition of “So Small” by 
Carrie Underwood.
After winning Cyclone Idol, Johnson was 
stopped by multiple people around campus with 
congratulatory remarks.
“I actually had a few people of campus recog-
nize me and come up to me and congratulate me, 
and also a few people in my classes have come 
up to congratulate me,” Johnson told ISUtv’s 
Evonna Sweis. “It feels pretty good and being in 
the Daily is awesome too.”
Winning Cyclone Idol got Johnson the tro-
phy, an iTunes gift card and two hours of studio 
time.
Another event showcasing student talent 
is Veishea Says I’m Funny, a student stand-up 
comedy competition that’s certain to leave you 
in stitches. Last year’s winner, Jordan Tuerler, 
explained how it felt to win VSIF and what it 
took to come up with his act.
“Winning VSIF was very satisfying,” Tuerler 
said. “Three years earlier, I had performed and 
failed and I was pretty disappointed about it, so 
much so that the year in between winning and 
losing I decided not even to perform. Since my 
first try at VSIF, I performed at a lot of open mics 
in Ames and Des Moines, so the second time 
around I felt a lot more comfortable.
“It was especially satisfying because of the 
amount of preparation I put into my act the 
week before the show.”
Tuerler’s act involved an awkward character 
he had been using called Gary Kagslow. Tuerler 
got up on stage and began his awkward display, 
which ended with him dancing around in a cup-
cake bikini to Katy Perry’s “California Girls.”
If Tuerler could give any newcomers advice, 
it would be “prepare.”
“If you are thinking of doing stand-up, like 
you really want to do it, go find an open mic to-
night,” he said. “Go tonight, not tomorrow, not 
next week. If you don’t do it as soon as possible, 
you are hurting yourself because that’s just less 
time you have on stage.”
Students showcase talents in competitions
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Samantha Johnson, ISU graduate in technical communication, sings “Last Name” by Carrie 
Underwood on April 14, 2011, in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union. Johnson won the crowd 
over and won first place during the 2011 Cyclone Idol.
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Dressed in a wig and sweatpants, Jordan Tuerler, an ISU alumnus in journalism and mass 
communication, puts on a performance for the audience of Veishea Says I’m Funny on April 12, 
2011.  Tuerler won the event. This year’s Veishea Says I’m Funny is at 8 p.m. Tuesday.
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Tyler Mootz, junior in instrumental music education, sings “Quiet” by Jonathan Reid Gealt at 
the 2011 Cyclone Idol on April 13, 2011. This year’s Cyclone Idol is at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Great Hall of the Memorial Union. The event is hosted by Young MC.
2012 Best Property Management
• FREE internet
• FREE video
• FREE Ames Racquet and  
Fitness Center membership
• Washer and dryer in each unit
• FREE Tanning
• Deluxe units available   
• 1-4 bedroom 
• Studio  offering  
“short stay” leasing
• Floor plan options   
• Flexible terms
phone: 232-7575 // hours: Mon-Fri 8:00am-5:00pm // 
 location: 4720 Mortensen Road, Suite 105
We wish you a fun and safe Veishea!
website:  www.haverkamp-properties.com
Student
CH ICE
2011
Grab a few friends & have a
Good time
Monday Night Madness
•$1 Domestic Draws
•9 pm - Midnight
2 fer Tuesday
•2-for-1 Wells
•2-for-1 Slices of Pizza
•9 pm - Midnight
Wednesday Bowl for Cash
•Progressive Domestic 
   Pitchers Starting:
   9 pm - 10 pm $4
   10 pm - 11 pm $6
   11 pm - 12 pm $8
Disco Bowl and Laser Tag 
Thursday
•9 pm - 1 am, 2 games for $8
   (includes shoes)
•3 sessions for price of 2 laser tag
•2 fer 8” or 16” pizza
•2 fer domestic draws
Bucket Friday
•$10 Buckets of Domestic Beer
   All Day
1320 Dickinson Ave, Ames
515-598-BOWL (2695)
perfectgamesinc.com
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Stevie Starr has been the only known “pro-
fessional regurgitator” for 28 years, yet his act 
still stuns audiences worldwide. He swallows 
and brings back objects such as light bulbs, live 
goldfish, coins, locks, billiard balls and more an 
estimated 250 to 300 times per year.
“I have no competition, there are no other 
people doing what I do out there,” Starr said. 
“And the great thing is that there’s no language 
barrier either, it’s a very visual act.”
During Veishea 2012, the Scotland native 
will make his fourth appearance in Ames. Late 
night Friday, “The Regurgitator” will entertain 
on Central Campus.
He has been featured on numerous tele-
vised programs in the U.S., like Maury Povich, 
David Letterman and Jay Leno, but he makes 
waves internationally as well.
In 2010, he placed fourth in the public vote 
of the semifinals during “Britain’s Got Talent,” 
and made it all the way to the finals in the 
German and Czech editions of the popular tal-
ent show.
Along with placing in several national 
talent shows, Starr also holds two separate 
records with the Guinness Book of World 
Records for swallowing half-dollar coins and 
hard-boiled eggs. However, his “act” doesn’t 
end on stage; Starr uses his talents for personal 
entertainment on occasion too.
“My career isn’t actually a big deal to me, 
I’m the same on stage as I am off stage,” he said. 
“I’m always doing it. I like to go into shops and 
cough up money to pay.”
During his visit to Ames in 2009, Starr 
sent a waitress away in shock after emptying 
and swallowing a salt shaker at his table. He 
also told of coughing up his boarding pass for 
a British airline attendant on his flight home, 
and catching the Italian flight later that day.
His act evolves continually, and Starr said 
he had a few “surprise” additions to his show 
from last year.
“I’m looking forward to doing these college 
shows,” he said. “Ames is serene, really, and the 
college crowd is really receptive.”
Starr travels nine months out of every year, 
and said his long time on tour has shown him 
people of every income level and taught him an 
important lesson.
“There’s more to life than money; you’re 
lucky to have a roof over your head and food to 
eat,” Starr said. 
When he’s not up on stage or busy travel-
ing from one venue to the next, Starr enjoys 
visiting his family back home or just “having a 
laugh in London.”
“I wouldn’t know what to do if I stopped 
now,” he said.
Hypnotist  Brian Imbus has hypnotized and 
read the minds of people from all over the world 
for the past 20 years. On Thursday, Imbus will 
return to Veishea for the fourth time and use his 
skills to entertain Veishea 2012 attendees.  
Imbus’ Self-Hypnosis Program:
What is self-hypnosis?
  Imbus states that self-hypnosis allows 
people to program their subconscious 
minds with suggestions, enabling people 
to change a habit more efficiently than just 
using the conscious mind.
  While hypnotized, you will not be asleep, 
just very concentrated on a specific point, 
Imbus wrote.
  Imbus explained that during hypnosis, 
people will be in a “Theta” brain wave state, 
which allows for people’s subconscious and 
conscious minds to communicate
Week one
  Find a place where you can relax for 20 
minutes.
  Fixate your eyes on a point, deeply inhale, 
exhale while counting backwards from five, 
tell self that your eyelids are getting heavier 
after each number and allow your eyes to 
close when you reach one.
  Focus on your right foot, relax every muscle 
in your foot and continue upward.
  Focus on your left foot, relax every muscle 
in your foot and continue upward.
  After relaxing your entire body, take a deep 
breath.
  Repeat saying, “Each time I utilize this 
process, I become more self-confident and 
more successful,” at  least five times for one 
to two minutes.
  Slowly count to five and open your eyes.
Week two
  Repeat the steps from week one.
  Find a positive suggestion and write it down.
Week three
  Fixate your eyes on a point, hold your index 
card between the focus point on your eyes 
and read it to yourself five times.
  Drop the card, focus on the point, take a 
deep breath and start counting backwards 
from five.
  Allow eyes to close when you reach one.
  Repeat relaxation steps from week one.
  Say your suggestion at least five times for 
one to two minutes.
  Repeat, “Each time I practice self-hypnosis, I 
achieve it faster and deeper” for a minute.
  Count to five and open your eyes.
Week four
  Follow the steps from week three.
  Imbus states that your body should now 
be conditioned to “automatically drift into a 
pleasant state of hypnosis.”
 
Possible topics for positive 
suggestions
  Weight loss
  Smoking
  Study habits
  Concentration
  Comprehension
  Memory
  Test-taking
  Self-confidence
  Procrastination
  Public speaking
  Energy
  Creativity
  More outgoing
  Sports improvement
Magician John Rotellini has wooed crowds 
around the world since 2005. Rotellini will 
use magic, acrobatics and comedy to entertain 
Veishea 2012 attendees on Saturday. 
Interesting facts: 
1. Became interested in magic when he was a 
child.
2. Looked up to magicians David Copperfield, 
Lance Burton, Jeff McBride and Jay 
Owenhouse.
3. Said he is an “incurable optimist.”
4. Has met entertainers Don Wayne, Andre 
Kole, Doug Mallow, Chris Carter, Joe Monti, 
Jay Owenhouse, Criss Angel, Lance Burton, 
Penn and Teller and David Copperfield.
5. Performed in front of comedian Kevin Hart 
and television icon Ross Matthews.
6. Launched his first theater performance in 
2009, called “The Magic of John Rotellini.”
7. Performed a stunt after “The Magic of John 
Rotellini” that required him to spend a day 
blind and ended with him driving a 2009 
Pontiac Solstice roadster blind through his 
hometown of Sheridan, Wyo. 
8. Traveled across the country in November 
2009 on his first U.S. tour, called “The Magic of 
John Rotellini Locked UP.”
9. Sponsored by American Crew Men’s 
Products, and Express Fashion is the wardrobe 
provider for his tour.
10. Currently touring the United States on his 
tour called “TOURPOCALYPSE 2012.”
Stevie Starr
Regurgitator coughs 
up ‘visual’ surprises
By Vincent Geerts 
Ames247 writer
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Stevie Starr returns a ring he swallowed during his show April 16, 2010. Starr will entertain 
Veishea audiences at 11:30 p.m. Friday and 12:45 a.m. Saturday on Central Campus.
Brian Imbus
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Hypnotist offers advice 
to break your bad habits
File photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
Hypnotist Brian Imbus speaks to the audience April 14, 2010, in the Great Hall of the Memorial 
Union after bringing 22 students on stage and hypnotizing them.
John Rotellini
Magician also uses comedy, 
acrobatics to garner laughs
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west lincoln way
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
open 24 hours a day   n   7 days a week   n   two convenient locations
EMPLOYEE OWNED
EMPLOYEE OWNED
Busch Light  
24 Pack Cans
12 fl oz
$1499
Powerade
32 fl oz
2 for$1
HyVee Bakery Fresh
Hamburger Buns
8 ct | white or wheat
$199
Gourmet Steakhouse Burgers
6 oz
2 for$4
Pepsi
24 fl oz | 6 pack
4for$10
Hawkeye Vodka
1.75 ltr
$1199
Frito Lay Tostitos, 
bite size, restaurant 
or rounds
13 oz
$199
HyVee Charcoal
16.6 lb
$499
We have everything you need!
VEISHEA!
Celebrate
April 16 - April 22
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The Veishea Entertainment 
Committee works hard every year to 
get bands to come to Ames for stu-
dents to see at a reasonable price. 
This year, it scored Jay Sean.
Jay Sean is signed with Cash 
Money Records, which also boasts 
artists Lil Wayne and Nicki Minaj. 
The 29-year-old singer from Europe 
was really happy about his music 
coming to America. “It’s a dream to be 
accepted and appreciated” Jay Sean 
said.
His style of music is a combina-
tion of pop and R&B. Jay Sean said 
he grew up with R&B and wanted to 
have that style but with a larger fan 
base. He did not want to be too “pop 
styled.” Instead, Jay Sean combined 
the two styles in hopes of being able to 
sell R&B to the masses — and he suc-
ceeded. Jay Sean had two hits in the 
top 10 list at the same time, “Down” 
and “Do You Remember,” which is 
rare for male artists.
After his album “Me Against 
Myself” came out in 2004, his re-
cord company asked him to change 
his sound. Jay Sean walked away 
confidently.
“I never wanted to go out with any 
regrets,” Sean said. “There’s no rules, 
nothing written to tell you where to 
go.”
Jay Sean knew what sound he 
wanted and stuck to it. Despite turn-
ing down the company, his new album 
is coming out in May.
When doing his music, Jay Sean 
keeps his audiences in mind and does 
shows accordingly. This mindset is a 
major reason he agreed to perform at 
Veishea.
“I like to cover all my demograph-
ics,” he said. “I am aware of the fact 
that I have a large fan base in colleges. 
So you have to go there.”
When writing songs, Jay Sean 
said he draws from real-life experi-
ences, “especially the love songs.” He 
said he likes to keep his music real, 
and using life experiences is one way 
to do that. One of Jay Sean’s favorite 
aspects of his music, however, is per-
forming in front of fans. To him, it its 
about interacting and giving a person-
ality for people to feel like they know 
after the show.
“I like to give it my all on stage,” 
Jay Sean said. “I don’t like to only sing 
songs from the album; I like to give 
them more of me, more than they can 
download from the Internet. ... You re-
ally have to go to the show to see what 
it is like.”
Jay Sean
By Alex.Smith 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Jay Sean
Jay Sean, a 29-year-old R&B-pop singer from Europe, will be the featured concert at Saturday night’s Live @ Veishea. He is best known for his songs “Down “ and “Do You Remember.”
Live @ Veishea 2012
R&B star ‘down’ for Veishea performance
Iowa State Daily 
Monday, April 16, 2012 
5K
AMES
3RD ANNUAL
RUN/WALK
FOR JDRF
8AM CHECK-IN
9AM RACE
APRIL 28, 2012
ADA HAYDEN HERITAGE PARK
$20
REGISTRATION FEE
  PROCEEDS GO TO JDRF
REGISTER
ACTIVE.COM@
https://www.active.com/event_detail.cfm?event_id=2019098
T-SHIRT, DRINKS, SNACKS FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS
There will be a raﬄe for prizes immediately following the 5K. 
Raﬄe tickets can be purchased with cash on race day. 
Must be present to win.
All proceeds donated to JDRF.
BEER.  FOOD.  FUN.
36
Beers
on tap
Drink Up!
Experience a whole  
new world of flavors.
1610 S. Kellogg Ave. Ames | 515-232-6900
ENJOY 110 beers from 
around the WORLD.
NEW taste 
waiting for you 
to EXPLORE.
Celebrate your
 VEISHEA right
!
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Headliner
From performing at the 2012 Pro Bowl pre-
game concert to tearing up the stage at Dick 
Clark’s New Year’s Rockin’ Eve, Hot Chelle Rae 
has been entertaining audiences all over the 
country. Now the band is heading to Ames for 
the biggest party in the Midwest.
Hot Chelle Rae will be performing as part of 
the Live @Veishea concerts Friday night.
10 Things to Know about  
Hot Chelle Rae
1. In 2005, when Hot Chelle Rae was formed, 
it was not known as Hot Chelle Rae. Instead, 
the pop-rock group from Nashville originally 
called itself Miracle Drug. The group changed 
its name after an annoying MySpace stalker 
going by the name of “Chelle Rae” was found 
to be a fraud. It turned out, she was using an 
attractive supermodel’s photo as her own. Thus 
the name, Hot Chelle Rae.
2. After six years of making music, the group 
finally got a taste of fame when it released its 
party anthem “Tonight Tonight” in 2011. The 
song reached no. 7 on the Billboard Hot 100 in 
July 2011, which officially rocketed Hot Chelle 
Rae into stardom and made the name known.
3. The band continued on the road to suc-
cess when it released its second studio album 
entitled “Whatever” in November 2011. This 
album included the group’s other hit single “I 
Like It Like That”, which peaked at no. 28 on the 
Billboard Hot 100.
4. Ryan Follese (lead vocals and rhythm guitar) 
and Jamie Follese (drums) are brothers, and 
their father is country songwriter Keith Follese. 
Nash Overstreet (lead guitar and backup 
vocals) is the son of country music singer Paul 
Overstreet and brother of “Glee” actor Chord 
Overstreet. Ian Keaggy (bass and backup vo-
cals) is the son of guitarist Phil Keaggy.
5. Hot Chelle Rae proved its talent when it 
won the “New Artist of The Year” award at the 
2011 American Music Awards. The group also 
has been nominated for “Best New Artist-
International” at the Premios Fuse Awards and 
“Iconic Band” at the J-14 Teen Icon Awards.
6. Hot Chelle Rae came out with its debut 
album, “Lovesick Electric,” on Oct. 23, 2009. It 
was released by Jive Records and included the 
singles “I Like to Dance” and “Bleed.”
7. The group’s second album saw much better 
success. It was released by RCA Records once 
the group re-contracted and left Jive Records. 
The album was much more well-received and 
“Whatever” even reached no. 48 on the U.S. 
charts.
8. The band has performed with many musi-
cians, touring with them and warming up the 
audiences for the big acts. It opened a sold-out 
concert for rapper Lil Jon, toured with the pop-
rock group Vedera and most recently opened 
for Taylor Swift on her Speak Now world tour.
9. Hot Chelle Rae has released five music 
videos to date, and each one reflects its party 
style. The video for “I Like To Dance,” directed 
by Aaron Platt, was the first one the group 
shot and it premiered in 2009. Most recently, 
the group came out with its music video for 
“Honestly,” its newest single off the album 
“Whatever.”
10. Like many groups, there was conflict 
between members of the band early on. 
Overstreet has reported that he and Ryan 
Follese didn’t always see eye to eye at first, but 
they put their differences aside for the good of 
the band.
Photo courtesy of Hot Chelle Rae
Hot Chelle Rae — made up of Ryan Follese, Jamie Follese, Nash Overstreet and Ian Keaggy — are headlining the Friday night Live @ Veishea concerts.
Hot Chelle Rae proves talent with awards
By Michael.Still 
Ames247 writer
217 S. Duff Ave, Ames 515.233.6696
Best 
Mexican 
Food 
in Ames!
• 2 Touchless Laser
Automatics
• 7 Self Serve Bays
• Self Serve Pet Wash
Still located at 
204 Clark Ave Ames, Ia
515.232.3207
Open 24/7
www.lynnscarwash.com
GRANDMA’S 
ATTIC
The best place in Ames to find unique gifts!
125 Welch Ave. • 292-6700
1310 S. DUFF • AMES
515-233-3911
M-TH 11-10 • F-SA 11-11 • SUN 12-10
Good times never 
seemed so good.
Have a sweet VEISHEA.
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By	Patty	Clark
Ames247	writer
New Boyz is the duo formed 
by rappers Earl Benjamin 
(Ben J) and Dominic Thomas 
(Legacy). New Boyz will be per-
forming Friday during Live @
Veishea.
10 Things to Know about 
New Boyz
1. Originally, Dominic Thomas 
started rapping when he was 
8 after he had seen a music 
video by Bow Wow. 
Thomas was dedicated to 
reading, drawing and writing 
poems and once he became 
more interested in rap, he 
started to write and make 
beats on his computer. His 
abilities for writing and reading 
made it easier for him to ac-
complish his dream of music.
2. Thomas’ role model when he 
was younger was his grand-
father, who instilled in him 
a good quality of leadership 
along with the love for music.
3. Earl Benjamin was at first 
aspiring to become a football 
player for San Diego State 
University.
4. As a little kid, Benjamin’s 
mother introduced him to rap. 
Whenever Benjamin would get 
into trouble, his mother would 
send him to his room and 
have him write a rap about his 
feelings.
5. Thomas and Benjamin met 
their freshman year of high 
school and they didn’t auto-
matically take a liking to one 
another until one day when 
they had started an argument.
6. After the argument, the two 
had talked out their differences 
and learned that they both 
shared a love and passion 
for music and soon worked 
together to form “Swagger 
Boyz,” the original name before 
“New Boyz.” The two became 
best friends, and in 2008 
started performing in high 
school together.
7. To promote themselves, 
they created a MySpace page 
to introduce others to their 
music. Their first song was 
titled “Colorz” and soon they 
changed their name to “New 
Boyz.”
8. Benjamin has three younger 
siblings and a daughter. 
Thomas has two younger 
siblings.
9. Thomas has a recording 
booth in his room.
10. New Boyz has a hype man 
know as Ayee Tevin. He is 
sometimes mistaken for being 
Thomas.
New Boyz duo see hip-hop success after rocky start
Jason Reeves, a guitar-strumming 
singer and songwriter from Iowa 
City, gained traction in the music in-
dustry in 2007 when he introduced 
“The Magnificent Adventures of 
Heartache (And Other Frightening 
Tales),” an acoustic-pop album that 
helped him land a record deal with 
Warner Bros. Records the year after 
its release.
Reeves also formed a partnership 
with Colbie Caillat and helped write 
several songs on her debut album 
“Coco,” including the popular songs 
“Bubbly” and “Realize.” “Coco” was 
released in 2007 and sold 51,000 cop-
ies in the first week before climbing 
to a no. 5 rating on the Billboard 200, 
according to Caillat’s website. Caillat 
was later featured in Reeves’s song 
“No Lies” from his 2011 self-released 
album “The Lovesick.”
Kirsten Mancosky, freshman in 
pre-diet and exercise, first noticed 
Reeves through his extensive work as 
a songwriter for artists such as Caillat. 
After finding his music, Mancosky 
said she was drawn to the uniquely 
“mellow” and down-to-earth style 
Reeves employs through his words.
“[I enjoy] the way he expresses 
himself through the music and the 
lyrics that he writes. It’s very heart-
felt, I feel like, and very relatable too,” 
Mancosky said.
Reeves’s “fresh, honest approach” 
to music is a strong factor in help-
ing him win fans, according to his 
MySpace music page. Veishea will 
be a good opportunity for Reeves to 
recruit more fans because it will draw 
a large variety of people and students, 
Mancosky noted. The event will be 
helpful so they can really hear his 
music instead of just knowing of his 
name, Mancosky also said.
Collaborating with other artists 
can help Reeves to build his continu-
ally “growing fan base,” said Joseph 
Smith, open-option sophomore.
Students and community in Ames 
during Veishea may also be able to 
connect with Reeves because of his 
local Iowa background, Smith added.
Smith became interested in 
Reeves’s music after Didi Benami 
covered “Terrified,” a song co-writ-
ten by Reeves and Kara Dioguardi, 
on American Idol Season 9 in 2010. 
Reeves was later featured in a duet 
with Katharine McPhee for her ver-
sion of “Terrified” on McPhee’s al-
bum “Unbroken.”
Since discovering Reeves through 
those other artists, Smith said he has 
been touched by the singer’s “phe-
nomenal” performance talent, which 
he witnessed firsthand when Reeves 
performed at Iowa State’s M-Shop in 
2011.
Anna Preston, senior in sociology, 
said she heard of Reeves after seeing 
the Veishea lineup. She then discov-
ered his collaborations with Caillat, 
which has helped her “appreciate his 
talent as a singer/songwriter.”
“I just recently found his music, 
and that has more to do with Colbie 
Caillat,” Preston said. “Jason and 
Colbie worked together on a lot of her 
music, so that is what initially led me 
to him.”
Preston said she is not yet a huge 
fan, but thinks he will be a “wonderful 
addition” to Veishea.
Reeves released the single “Sticks 
and Stones” in July 2011. He then re-
leased “The Lovesick,” a collection 
of 11 songs the online iTunes review 
called “unapologetically pop-cen-
tric” with an “acoustic guitar-based 
foundation.”
His most recent production, the 
EP “Caged Birds Set Free,” was re-
leased in November 2011. According 
to its iTunes review, the instrumen-
tals and earnest poetry in the album 
“further reveals the singer/song-
writer as a hopeless romantic.” His 
music is available to buy on iTunes.
com. Reeves will perform for Veishea 
week’s Live @ Veishea lineup Friday.
Reeves weaves music career with collaborations
By Olivia.Gard 
Ames247 writer
Friday Live @ Veishea
Soar into
  Spring...
$50 Discovery Flight
(up to 2 people)
Hap’s Air Services, Inc. 
2501 Airport Drive, Ames
515.232.4310
www.hapsair.com
Learn to fly at 
Hap’s Air Service
Photo courtesy of Jason Reeves
A singer-songwriter from Iowa City, Jason Reeves landed a record deal 
with Warner Bros. Records in 2008. He is part of Friday’s Live @ Veishea 
lineup.
Photo courtesy of New Boyz
Legacy, left, and Ben J make up the duo New Boyz, who will perform Friday at Live @ 
Veishea. The two met their freshman year of high school and have performed together since.
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Even though Eric 
Hutchinson released “Sounds 
Like This” back in 2008, I 
thought it necessary to re-
view the album that brought 
Hutchinson to major recogni-
tion before he takes the stage 
at Veishea this year.
“Sounds Like This” put 
Hutchinson on the radar when 
gossip blogger Perez Hilton 
began raving about him on 
his well-acclaimed website. 
Hutchinson soon landed a top 
10 album on iTunes, which 
lead him to Warner Bros. 
Records, who quickly claimed 
him. 
The East Coast native has 
been featured on many to-
night shows such as Jay Leno 
and Conan O’Brien, which 
have allowed him to showcase 
his talents. Hutchinson also 
has toured with big names 
such as Kelly Clarkson, Jason 
Mraz, G. Love & Special 
Sauce, Matt Nathanson, Jack’s 
Mannequin, O.A.R., Stephen 
Kellog & the Sixers and many 
more.
“Sounds Like This” is full 
of well-known tracks that 
gave Hutchinson some well-
deserved attention. “Rock & 
Roll” is an upbeat, clap-along 
track that many are sure to 
recognize.
“All Over Now” releases 
Hutchinson’s soulful side with 
the acoustic background, and 
“OK, It’s Alright With Me” is 
a piano-pounding song that 
will get you moving on your 
feet. “Outside Villanova” is 
a tongue-twisting and fast-
paced song that brings you 
to the “Wordplay” feel of 
Mraz. “Back to Where I Was” 
and “It Hasn’t Been Long 
Enough” release a softer side 
of Hutchinson that shows his 
soulful songwriter side.
Some may also recognize 
the song “Modern Age,” which 
describes the obsession with 
new technology and was re-
leased a few years before 
“Sounds Like This” but does 
not appear on the album.
On the bonus track feature 
of “Sounds Like This,” “OK, 
It’s Alright With Me” and “You 
Don’t Have to Believe Me” are 
offered as live versions show-
ing fans that Hutchinson 
sounds just as lively in person 
and exceeds expectations in 
performances. 
Hutchinson cites his influ-
ences as Stevie Wonder, Elvis 
Costello, Paul Simon, Ben 
Folds Five and many others, 
which gives listeners an idea 
of what to expect when hear-
ing Hutchinson’s music style. 
Hutchinson is constantly 
described by fans as a mix of 
Mraz and Gavin DeGraw, but 
with a brighter energy brought 
to the stage.
Recently, Hutchinson 
released a single that is get-
ting major radio play called 
“Watching You Watch Him.” 
His latest single shows fans 
that he is sticking to his true 
roots as a singer/songwriter, 
but with a little more pop and 
studio sound. 
Look for his new album 
“Moving Up Living Down,” 
which will be released shortly 
before Veishea weekend on 
Tuesday. We will be sure to 
hear a few of his new tracks 
live at Veishea and can expect 
a great show out of him.
Be sure to catch 
Hutchinson perform at Live 
@ Veishea on Friday night. 
Hutchinson’s rock/acoustic 
pop is sure to get a great re-
action from viewers, and his 
clap-along beats will make 
for a lively crowd that you will 
definitely want to be a part of.
Grade: A-
Recommended Tracks: 
“Oh!” & “Rock & Roll”
Friday Live @ Veishea
‘Sounds Like This’ puts singer on radar
Photo courtesy of Eric Hutchinson
East Coast native Eric Hutchinson hit it big on the music scene with “Sounds Like This.” Catch him at Live @ Veishea on Friday night.
By Gretchen.Baer 
Ames247 writer
Parachute, a rock band out of Charlottesville, 
Va., will be performing Friday night for Live @
Veishea. The band has now released its second 
studio album, titled “The Way it Was.”
10 Things to Know about Parachute
1. The group formed in high school and stayed 
together from then on. The original name of the 
group was “Sparky’s Flaws.” When they signed 
with Mercury/Island Def Jam, it used its origi-
nal name instead of Parachute. The members 
changed the name to represent the progres-
sion of the band and the work they were doing 
through their careers.
2. The original four members are Will Anderson 
(lead vocals, guitars, piano), Kit French (sax, 
keyboards, vocals), Alex Hargrave (bass) and 
Johnny Stubblefield (drums). Later, during 
college, they met Nate McFarland (lead guitar, 
vocals) during class and he became the fifth 
member of Sparky’s Flaws.
3. The group has toured with various artists, 
including two tours with Kelly Clarkson (one 
in the United States and the other in Europe), 
Switchfoot, Duffy, the Goo Goo Dolls and more 
recently O.A.R. The group aspires to be as big 
as U2 and hopes that fans will keep following 
them along the way.
4. As well as performing with many artists, 
Parachute’s music also is featured on com-
mercials for Nivea Skin Care products, along 
with television shows such as “One Tree Hill,” 
“90210” and “Vampire Diaries.”
5. All of the members believe the first two 
“Paranormal Activity” films are the worst mov-
ies ever.
6. Anderson has a phobia of horses.
7. McFarland’s favorite movie to watch over and 
over is “The Truman Show.”
8. French’s favorite childhood cartoon is “Tom 
and Jerry.”
9. All members have graduated from the 
University of Virginia.
10. The band was once held at gun point for 
accidentally entering a man’s junkyard in 
Nebraska during a tour. No one was hurt.
Parachute makes its 
next tour stop at Veishea
By Patty.Clark 
Ames247 writer
Electric Touch, a rock band based out of 
Texas, will be making its first appearance 
at Veishea during the Friday night Live @ 
Veishea concerts.
10 Things to Know about  
Electric Touch
1. The band consists of Shane Lawlor (lead 
vocals, guitar and piano), Louis Messina 
Jr. (drums), Christopher Leigh (lead guitar, 
vocals), Portland Musser (bass) and Isaac 
Strycker (keys and vocals).
2. The band has played with performers like 
The Bravery, The Airborne Toxic Event, Bon 
Jovi and Our Lady Peace.
3. The group has also performed at large fes-
tivals including Coachella, Bonnaroo, SXSW 
and Lollapalooza.
4. While the rest of the group is from the 
United States, lead singer Lawlor is British. 
He met up with Leigh and Messina in Texas.
5. Lawlor, Leigh and Messina first recorded 
a demo and signed with a Houston record 
label, Justice Records, then released their 
self-titled album in 2008.
6. The band’s single “Sounds from the 
Underground” debuted at No. 1 on FMQB’s 
Commercial Specialty SubModern Chart.
7. The band signed with Island Records in 
2009 and recorded its second album.
8. Guitarist Leigh and drummer Messina are 
fraternal twin brothers.
9. Leigh and Messina are the sons of rock 
music promoter Louis Messina, founder of 
the Houston Pace Concerts.
10. The band kicked off 2012 by touring with 
Evanescence, the rock band known for its 
single “Bring Me to Life.”
Texas rock band adds stop 
in Ames to appearances
By Julia.Ferrell 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Electric Touch
Friday night’s Live @ Veishea will include the first Ames appearance for Electric Touch, a 
rock band from Texas.
Photo courtesy of Parachute
The rock band Parachute, based out of Charlottesville, Va., are a part of Friday’s Live @ Veishea 
lineup. The band released its first full-length album titled “You and Me.”
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Students who live on campus have higher GPAs than students living o campus.
InvolvedOn campus, you’re more likely to be involved in things like intramurals, clubs, campus events and other Cyclone happenings! 
ISUDOR www.housing.iastate.edu
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we oer endless resources
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help you make the most out
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Care for kids who
don’t feel so good.
515.294.3333
jeannew@iastate.edu
www.iastate.edu/~ucc/
Located at the corner of 
Stange Rd and Bruner Dr.
www.sportspageteam.com
• Public Skating
• Pick-up Hockey
• Figure Freestyle
• Private Ice Rentals
Ames/ISU Ice Arena
1
1507 Gateway Hills Park Dr. • 515-292-6835
www.AmesParkRec.org
Voted BEST place in Story County to buy tires in 2010!
2905 South Duff, Ames • 515-232-6003
202 Lincoln Way, Ames • 515-232-6351
Mon - Fri 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sat 7:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Your complete tire & 
automotive repair store
Terminal Building — Ames Airport — (515) 232-4310
Have a fun and safe Veishea!
Flight Lessons • Aircraft Rental • Maintenance • Charter
$50 DISCOVERY FLIGHT
Commercial • Industrial • Residential
Established 1908
• Remodeling
• New Construction
• Lighting Design Services
• Maintenance
• Aerial Bucket Truck
• And more!
515-232-2445
www.nelsonelectric.biz
Ames | Carroll | Des Moines | Waterloo
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Veishea
Set appointment at www.jensenscartech.com
6th & Kellogg    •    Ames, Iowa
JASON JENSEN, OWNER
232-8809
We wish everyone a 
fun & safe VEISHEA!
515.232.7270
Ames Trenching & Excavating Inc.
Residential & Commercial
1509 East Lincoln Way
515-232-6837
• Demolition
• Excavating Basements
• Horizontal/Directional Boring
• Site Preparation
• Underground Utilities
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             Check out the 
     VEISHEA 
    Parade Edition
 this Friday!
CELEBRATE
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THIS VEISHEA
Ag System Technology Club
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Kappa Alpha Theta
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ISU Rodeo Club
John Paul Jones Society
Cyclone Martial Arts
ISU Crew Club
Students Helping Rescue 
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Veishea Village
Graphic: Katherine Klingseis/Iowa State Daily
DRINK FOR MOOD
CAFÉ MOOD
M
Cafe Mood presents:
CLUBBERS GUIDE TO
VEISHEA
drink for mood.com
WAC Wednesday
feat. sounds of DJ 6
Wed, April 18th. 
Doors open at 2pm
$1.00 Draws. $2 wells
$5 Moscow Mules
515 E.G. 
feat. Jesse Jamz
and Beat Resonance
Thursday, April 19th
Doors open at 11am
$1.00 draws
$2 wells
Must be 21+
Party Rock Fridays
iParty Crew’s Pri yon Joni
with Resident CBO Styles
Friday, April 20th.
Doors open at 10am
Shameless Saturday
DJ Tee of TripleStack 
and Diva DJ Sylo
Eclipse Ent. with DJ RAJ 
Saturday, April 21st.
Doors open at 10am
* All Drink Specials and No Cover Promotion end at 6 PM
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4518 Mortensen in West Ames
(515) 292-0042
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Hunter Hayes has been impressing crowds 
with his musical ability since he was 4 years old. 
Now, 16 years and four albums later, Hayes will 
play Saturday for Live @ Veishea.
10 Things to Know about Hunter 
Hayes
1. Received an accordion when he was 2 years 
old from his grandmother.
2. Joined a band as an accordionist when he 
was 4 years old, and became the front man 
when he was 5 years old.
3. Sang “Jambalaya” with Hank Williams Jr. in 
front of 200,000 people. One YouTube video of 
the performance has almost 4 million views.
4. Received his first guitar when he was 6 years 
old from actor and director Robert Duvall.
5. Played with Johnny and June Cash and 
Charlie Daniels.
6. Performed when he was 7 years old for 
President Bill Clinton.
7. Moved from his hometown of Breaux Bridge, 
La., to Nashville, Tenn., in 2008 and signed with 
Universal Music Publishing Group; signed with 
Atlantic Records in 2010.
8. Opened for Taylor Swift on her Speak Now 
World Tour in summer 2011.
9. Played 30 instruments on his debut album 
“Hunter Hayes”; the album peaked at no. 7 on 
the US Country Billboard chart and no. 18 on 
US Billboard chart.
10. Featured on the soundtracks of “Footloose” 
and “Act of Valor.”
20-year-old Hayes 
finds success in music
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Saturday Live @ Veishea
Photo courtesy of Hunter Hayes
Country artist Hunter Hayes has been performing since he was 4 years old, when he joined a 
band as an accordionist. Now, 20 years later, he will play Saturday at Live @ Veishea.
Javier Colon was active in the music busi-
ness prior to competing on NBC’s hit show 
“The Voice.” However, since winning the 
show’s first season in 2011, his star power has 
grown to more than it has ever been before. 
Interesting facts:
1. Born in Stratford, Conn., to a Dominican 
father and a Puerto Rican mother.
2. Toured with the Derek Trucks Band for two 
years.
3. Released two albums, one in 2003 and one 
in 2006, via Capital Records; split with Capital 
Records and released another album in 2010 
via his own label, Javier Colon Music.
4. Sang Cyndi Lauper’s “Time After Time” 
on the first episode of “The Voice”; all four 
judges wanted to take him to the finals.
5. Chose Adam Levine as his “Voice” coach.
6. Sang “Time After Time,” Ben E. King’s 
“Stand By Me,” Sarah McLachlan’s “Angel,” 
Coldplay’s “Fix You,” The Beatles “Come 
Together,” Michael Jackson’s “Man in the 
Mirror” and Stevie Nicks’ “Landslide.”
7. Produced “Stitch by Stitch” with Levine 
and Rodney “Darkchild” Jerkins and sang the 
song on “The Voice.”
8. Received the most amount of votes on 
“The Voice” and won the competition, 
winning $100,000 and a Universal Republic 
recording contract.
9. Collaborated on songs with Natasha 
Bedingfield, Levine and Kris Allen.
10. Nominated for the Breakout Artist award 
at the 2011 Teen Choice Awards.
‘Voice’ season 1 winner to 
perform on Veishea stage
Photo courtesy of Javier Colon
Javier Colon won the first season of NBC’s “The Voice” and was nominated for the 
Breakout Artist Award at the 2011 Teen Choice Awards. He will perform Saturday night.
FIND WHAT YOU NEED  GET WHAT YOU WANT
www . i o w a s t a t e d a i l y . c o m /m a r k e t p l a c e
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FIND WHAT YOU NEED  GET WHAT YOU WANT
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we’ve got you covered
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
The 24-year-old’s (he’ll turn 25 on Veishea 
Sunday) British Virgin Island roots spawned 
reggae-inspired hits like 2009’s “Replay” and 
2010’s “Solo.”  More recently, his collaboration 
with Gym Class Hero’s Travie McCoy on “Pretty 
Girls” this summer received a lot of radio play 
and spent some time on the Billboard Hot 100.
Iyaz first burst onto the scene with “Replay,” 
which gained popularity with its infectious 
R&B beats and quickly topped charts all over 
the world.
All of his songs are fun and catchy, making 
them perfect for any club or dance. The popular-
ity of his songs means they are constantly being 
remixed or reworked by several artists, such as 
Flo Rida.
Raised in Georgia, Craig Campbell was al-
ways surrounded music. From playing small 
melodies on his home piano to learning how to 
harmonize in church, the impact traditional 
country music had on Campbell began at an 
early age.
After securing a music career in Nashville, 
Tenn., Campbell now wants to give his home-
town music back to his fans. Using inspira-
tion from gospel and early ’90s country music, 
Campbell is creating a “back to basic” style of 
sound.
Campbell was first introduced to music at 
the age of 9, when he learned to play his home 
piano. The following year, he began his eight-
year run as his church piano player. Because of 
the experience, Campbell called the instrument 
his “first love.”
When he was 15, Campbell was convinced 
by his sister, Lynn, to enter the local Jimmy 
Dean/True Value Country Showdown singing 
competition. With Lynn acting as his manager, 
Campbell won the 22-contestant contest and 
knew he wanted to continue singing as a career.
“I’ve always been able to make ends meet 
by playing and singing and writing songs, so I 
never thought I couldn’t continue to do that,” 
Campbell said. “That’s the only thing I feel like 
I’m really good at.”
As he started his music career, Campbell 
turned to early ’90s country singers as inspi-
ration. “That was probably some of the best 
country music ever to come across the radio,” 
Campbell said.
He specifically noted Clint Black and Randy 
Travis as two of his favorites, but Campbell said 
Travis Tritt was his largest inspiration.
“Everything he ever did, I loved,” Campbell 
said. “He’s a big influence on me.”
After winning his first singing competition, 
Campbell continued to make music, with a brief 
break after high school when he worked as a 
corrections officer in the Georgia prison system. 
But shortly after leaving his job, he put a house 
band together and performed at local bars.
Campbell eventually moved in with a friend 
in Nashville and found a job as a maintenance 
worker. But Campbell continued performing in 
bars and played piano for Luke Bryan and, later, 
for Tracy Byrd. He also managed to become the 
piano player for another singer, Mindy Ellis. 
Campbell and Ellis are now married with two 
daughters, Preslee and Kinni.
After establishing himself in the under-
ground Nashville music circle, Campbell was 
approached by a major label. He chose to turn 
it down, as he was more interested in a small-
er up-and-coming group, the Bigger Picture 
Group. Campbell met radio promotion execu-
tive Michael Powers, who then introduced him 
to songwriter-producer Keith Stegall, who was 
working on the Bigger Picture project.
“That’s where it all began,” Campbell said.
The new label first introduced Campbell 
with his 2010 single “Family Man.” The song 
puts an emphasis on strong family values, and 
Campbell said he gains inspiration from his 
family to write songs like “Family Man.” In the 
year since its release, the singer’s first record has 
sold 61,000 copies. Now, his plan is to “expose 
his music” to as many people as he can.
“I would love for that [sales] number to be 
bigger, so my goal right now is to go out and play 
shows,” Campbell said.
Campbell calls his career “life-changing” 
and said his favorite part is performing in front 
of new audiences like at Live @ Veishea.
“Playing music and singing in front of 
crowds and having them sing my songs back to 
me, that’s the biggest reward,” Campbell said. 
“I’ve always dreamed of being on the radio and 
driving around in the tour bus, so it’s a dream 
come true. I’m definitely a very blessed man.”
celebrate veishea with a 
little brit of class at
LONDON UNDERGROUND
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Saturday Live @ Veishea
Family, tradition drive Campbell’s career
Photo courtesy of Craig Campbell
Early ‘90s country artists inspire Craig Campbell when he makes music. “That was probably some of the best country music ever to come 
across the radio,” he said.
Persistence pays off  
for country artist Paslay
Photo courtesy of Eric Paslay
Country artist Eric Paslay kicks off the 
Saturday night Live @ Veishea lineup.
By Frances.Myers 
@iowastatedaily.com
‘Replay,’ ‘Solo’ singer offers 
infectious beats for concert
By Cady.Colosimo 
Ames247.com music blogger
Photo courtesy of Iyaz
Iyaz draws inspiration from his British Virgin 
Island roots to create such hits as 2009’s 
“Replay” and 2010’s “Solo.” The 24-year-old 
will perform Saturday at Live @ Veishea, one 
day before his 25th birthday.
Photo courtesy of Jody Roberts/Flickr
Craig Campbell plays at Union Fair on April 26, 2011, in Union, Maine. Campbell will be playing 
Saturday at the Live @ Veishea concerts.
1. Originally from Texas, he started playing 
guitar when he was 15 years old. He said his 
parents never pushed him into music but sup-
ported his interests.
2. He has diabetes. Paslay felt he could relate to 
kids with diabetes and wanted to help them, so 
he had plans of becoming a pediatric endocri-
nologist when he was in his early college years, 
rather than a musician.
3. According to his website, his musical influ-
ences include Rodney Crowell, as well as 
Johnny Cash for his storytelling abilities. He 
studied some of the great singer/songwriters, 
thus learning how to make a song memorable.
4. Paslay moved to Nashville, Tenn., and at-
tended Middle Tennessee State University upon 
the advice from a friend.
5. Realizing music was a passion of his that 
he felt was too strong to be ignored, Paslay 
volunteered for anything “just to get his foot in 
a door on Nashville’s famed Music Row.” This 
included changing lightbulbs and helping out 
at a charity golf tournament.
6. Paslay has opened for many big-time 
country acts including: Blake Shelton, Little Big 
Town, the Eli Young Band, Eric Church, Dierks 
Bentley and Clint Black, among other musical 
artists.
7. After moving to Nashville, he secured a job 
with Cal IV Publishing, writing songs.
8. In mid-2011, he signed on to EMI Records 
Nashville, where he released his debut single, 
“Never Really Wanted.”
9. Has co-written songs with other artists, such 
as “Less Than Whole,” a song he co-wrote with 
Big Kenny from the country duo Big and Rich. 
Paslay also co-wrote “Sweet By and By,” with 
country singer and friend Sarah Buxton.
10. Paslay’s song-writing credits include Jake 
Owen’s “Barefoot Bluejean Night” and Love 
and Theft’s “Angel Eyes,” as well as album  
cuts by the Eli Young Band and Lady 
Antebellum.
By Julia.Ferrell 
Ames247 writer
125 Main St.
232-1528
HAPPY HOUR
TUES-SAT 4-7pm
50¢ off all Pints and Bottles
$1 off Pitchers
$1 off Shots
SUNDAY:
FREE POOL
MONDAY:
$1 off monster drinks
and bombs
TUESDAY:
$2 Captain Morgans
WEDNESDAY:
Happy Hour Prics
on Pitchers
THURSDAY:
$1 off Imports
$2 Domestic Bottle
e
56 Beers on Tap
Pool, Foosball,
Darts, Pinball
And Live Music
www.dgstaphouse.com
Tuesday: $1 off Micro Bottles
$2 Captains
Wednesday: $1 Pints of
Olde Main Brews
$4 Monkey Bombs
Thursday: $2 off any pitcher
(excludes OMBC)
$2 Iowa Pints
Tickets can be purchased
online at www.dgstaphouse.com
127 Main St • 233-5084
Friday April 20th | 21+ $5
4/20 FUN w/ Flood Plane & 
Mr. Barbers Neighbors
Saturday April 21st 9 pm | 21+ $5
Funktion w/ The Sun Company
Pregnant?
We’re here for you.
Our confidential services have helped 
thousands of women through difficult 
times. Let us help you.
108 Hayward Ave.
www.birthright.org
515-292-8414
1-800-550-4900
Not Just an Apartment,
It’s a Home.
515.232.4765  |  321 S. 5th St.  |  www.rentshriver.com
Available Summer and Fall
South Meadow
321 S. 5th
Maplewood
1108 S. 4th
Westbury
4518 Hutchison
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More than a dozen local 
bands submitted contact in-
formation, a music sample 
and a short biography to be 
considered for a stage spot 
during the Music Showcase 
Extraordinaire (MuSE) at 
the Maintenance Shop on 
Veishea Thursday.
According to M-Shop di-
rector Connor Nolan, six ap-
plicants were chosen for the 
free show based on “overall 
criteria” such as having a 
local base and music qual-
ity. In the end, Bull of Arc, 
Bombardier, Chaos Saints, 
The Blend, Cameron and 
Androids Dungeon were 
chosen.
In addition, national tour-
ing act Gentlemen Hall will 
take the stage at the end of 
the night.
“We weren’t originally 
planning on it, but they need-
ed a show that day,” Nolan 
said. “They’re a pretty big up-
and-coming band with a new 
album this year.”
The album “When We All 
Disappear” was produced by 
multi-platinum award-win-
ning music producer Michael 
Siefert and mixed by Tony 
Maserati, who has worked 
with big name artists such 
as Lady Gaga, Beyonce and 
Jason Mraz.
Ames rock group 
Bombardier, which won last 
year’s Veishea Battle of the 
Bands, returns for MuSE this 
year. The group has main-
tained a tri-weekly practice 
schedule since then, and is 
happy to have a chance to 
play at the M-Shop again af-
ter so long.
“Playing at the M-Shop is 
always great,“ said lead vocal-
ist Josh Tenney. “Every band 
just wants the chance to play 
a full house.”
Last year, the M-Shop 
filled to capacity quickly and 
was forced to institute a one 
in, one out policy. Bombardier 
expects this year’s turnout to 
be similar, though there is no 
award up for grabs.
“I don’t think it really af-
fects how well the bands 
play,” Tenney said. “It’s nice 
to be recognized and the com-
petition is fun, but we’re not 
worried about it.”
The band hopes to even-
tually make its music a full-
time job and has been work-
ing heavily on its latest album 
since last year. Tentatively 
titled, “Don’t Mind Me” is 
in progress at Alexander 
Recording Kompany in 
Ames.
Other acts in the show-
case bridge a variety of genres 
from hip-hop and rock to pop 
and punk.
MuSE is free, open to the 
public and expected to fill up, 
so arrive early.
By Vincent.Geerts 
@iowastatedaily.com
M-Shop music showcase  
replaces Battle of Bands
Live @ Veishea proves to be “giant balancing 
act” for organizers.
Since the Live @ Veishea lineup was an-
nounced, students have been creating a buzz 
about this year’s performers. From brainstorm-
ing to signing contracts, members were able to 
book major artists without paying the major 
price.
“The budget is generally set at $100,000 
for Live @ Veishea artist fees, but this year we 
raised it to $140,000 because we had a unique 
opportunity to book some of the acts,” said 
George Micalone, director of Student Activities.
The increase in budget secured 12 perfor-
mances from talented artists, including this 
year’s headliners Hot Chelle Rae and Jay Sean.
“Veishea has a variety of funding sources as 
a whole. Entertainment is just a portion of that,” 
Micalone said. “Ticket sales cover a majority of 
the artists’ fees.”
The Government of the Student Body and 
sponsorships also provide a means for funding.
As far as any student tuition contributions, 
Micalone stated, “Absolutely not.”
BJ Brugman, general co-chairman for 
Veishea, said the budget also depends, like most 
things these days, on the economy.
“It fluctuates,” he said.
Brugman recalled having lost tens of thou-
sands of dollars from the entertainment budget 
just a few years ago.
Last year also proved difficult for Live @ 
Veishea. Having had to cancel Friday’s perfor-
mance due to weather, ticket sales for the night 
were reimbursed.
Micalone added that details, such as weath-
er, are written out in the contracts of each artist 
during the booking process, which begins in the 
fall semester.
Contracts include details such as costs, hotel 
accommodations and sound and light produc-
tion, which Live @ Veishea arranges.
“We don’t agree to their terms,” Micalone 
said. “We offer what we can provide, although 
sometimes we have to negotiate.”
As for convincing bands to come to the 
Midwest, Micalone said it is an inconvenient lo-
cation. The team often reverts to a tactic called 
routing, a process where they are able to book 
artists who have other events in locations near 
Iowa.
Kevin Kirwin and Rachel Owen, entertain-
ment co-chairpersons, assisted with the pro-
cess from the beginning.
“It’s a giant balancing act,” Kirwin said, as he 
described the steps from start to finish. “Over 
the summer, the executive staff committees 
were doing things over email. We were certainly 
throwing [ideas] out by August.”
The pair begin the process by gathering stu-
dent input. A concert committee was formed 
from a diverse set of students, ranging from 
freshman to super-seniors, who get a feel for 
what students on campus are interested in. 
From there, the team creates a wish list from 
which Micalone begins contacting potential 
artists.
Micalone, who initially began working in 
campus programming and advises the Student 
Union Board in addition to Veishea, has had 
more than a decade of experience and offers 
extended connections in the entertainment 
industry.
“My relationship [with the agencies] allows 
us to make very informed and educated deci-
sions,” Micalone said.
Making an informed decision about musical 
choices for thousands of ISU students can be a 
tricky task.
“Music is a very subjective thing, it’s not go-
ing to be possible to please everyone,” Owen 
said. “We want to have a lot of students, but also 
be diverse in our approach — we want to be well 
rounded in our musical choices.”
Kirwin and Owen said they and their team, 
whom they give an enormous amount of credit 
to, strategically go about ordering the artist 
lineup.
“We try to make the lineup make sense mu-
sically,” Kirwin said.
Friday will contain mainly rock-based art-
ists. Country music and R&B are set to perform 
Saturday.
This strategy appears to be working.
Michael Kilworth, a Live @ Veishea attend-
ee and senior in kinesiology and health, said, “I 
like the diversification. I think it’s one thing that 
makes ISU stand out from other colleges.”
Kilworth said he is also looking forward to 
this year’s headliners, who are selected by the 
genre of music, price and availability. This year, 
Owen and Kirwin said they were eager to get 
pop-rock headliners to build supporting acts 
around.
“I think that a lot of artists are attracted to 
playing at college shows, so that’s one thing that 
benefits us,” Owen said.
This certainly helps when trying to book 
multiple bands. The $140,000 budget is lower 
than what some artists, like Drake, the rumored 
artist attending this year, ask for in one show.
“It’s all based on what’s affordable, what’s 
available and what’s relevant,” Micalone said.
‘Unique opportunity’ 
allows for increase
By Malena.Whetro 
@iowastatedaily.com
Bands Concert budget
File photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
Tyler Glenn, lead singer of Neon Trees, performs during last year’s Live @ Veishea concerts. The 
Veishea Entertainment Committee received a $40,000 budget increase over last year.
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Guitarist Justan Spaid performs with Android’s Dungeon at the 2011 Battle of the Bands. 
This year, the Music Showcase Extraordinaire will showcase seven local bands.
  When: 6 p.m. Thursday
  Where: The Maintenance 
Shop
  Cost: Free
MuSE
  Bull of Arc — 6 p.m.
  Bombardier — 6:40 p.m.
  Chaos Saints — 7:20 p.m.
  The Blend — 8:05 p.m.
  Cameron — 8:50 p.m.
  Androids Dungeon — 
9:30 p.m.
  Gentlemen Hall —  
10:15 p.m.
Lineup
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